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Planning Statement ‐ Summary
Introduction
1

This Planning Statement has been prepared to accompany an application by SP
Manweb for a Development Consent Order (DCO) for a new 132 kV electricity
connection located in North Wales and crossing the administrative boundaries of
Denbighshire County Council and Conwy County Borough Council.

2

The purpose of this Planning Statement is to consider the compliance of the
Proposed Development with the relevant planning policy.

The Proposed Development
3

The Proposed Development comprises a new 17 kilometre 132,000 volt (132kV)
Overhead Line from a proposed Collector Substation near Clocaenog Forest and
which terminates in a field to the south of Trebanog, Groesffordd Marli, located
1.8km from St Asaph substation.

The Wider Scheme
4

The Proposed Development does not include all elements of the North Wales
Wind Farms Connection Project. This is because a number of elements are
considered to be "Associated Development", which, in Wales, cannot be
included in an application for a development consent order. Those elements not
included within the Proposed Development are known as the Wider Scheme and
comprise works to the existing St Asaph substation and a section of
underground cabling, a new Collector Substation at Clocaenog, temporary
storage areas at the Collector and St Asaph substations and a number of lower
voltage diversions.:

Need for the Development
5

Clocaenog Forest in North Wales was identified in TAN 8 as a Strategic Search
Area for renewable development (SSA A). As a result, new generation projects
have been promoted in the area and require connections to the distribution
system.

6

Four wind farm developers in SSA A have applied for and agreed terms with SP
Manweb to provide them with connections to the electricity distribution network.
These are:

7



Clocaenog Forest Wind Farm;



Brenig Wind Farm;



Nant Bach Wind Farm; and



Derwydd Bach Wind Farm.

The Proposed Development, being an electric line above ground with a voltage of
greater than, or equal to, 132kV is classed as a Nationally Significant
Infrastructure Project (NSIP). Under Section 37 of the Planning Act 2008, the
consenting process requires an application to be submitted for a Development
Consent Order (DCO).

Alternatives Considered
8

The North Wales Wind Farms Connections Project: has evolved through a
number of iterative stages from the consideration of strategic options to the
detailed route which has informed the Order Limits which comprise the
boundaries for the DCO application.

9

The consideration of alternatives also included the design of the proposed
connection and SP Manweb has considered the requirement for undergrounding
in line with the guidance provided within EN-5.

Planning Policy Considerations
10

An assessment has been made against National Policy Statements (NPS EN-1
(the Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy) and En-5 (Electricity
Networks Infrastructure). An assessment has also been made against planning
policy specific to Wales and local development plan policies which are
considered to be of relevance to the Proposed Development.

11

The Planning Act 2008 requires that an application for development consent
should be decided in accordance with the relevant NPS.

12

The Planning statement has concludes that the Proposed Development complies
with the relevant planning policy tests.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

1.1.1

This Planning Statement accompanies an application (the "Application") by SP
Manweb plc (SP Manweb) under the Planning Act 2008 (the "Act") for the North
Wales Wind Farms Connection Order (the "DCO"). The DCO would grant
powers to construct and install, operate and maintain an approximate 17
kilometre (km) 132,000 volt (v) (132 kV)) connection from the proposed North
Wales windfarm Collector Substation near Clocaenog Forest to the terminal pole
located south of Glascoed Road, B5381 (“the Proposed Development”). The
132 kV Overhead Line would connect into the existing SP Manweb network at St
Asaph Substation via an underground cable. The Proposed Development is in
the administrative boundaries of Denbighshire County and Conwy County in the
north of Wales (see Figure 1.1 Location Plan).

1.1.2

This document has been prepared in connection with the Application and is in
compliance with the requirements of Regulation 5(2)(q) of the Infrastructure
Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 and
in accordance with the Department for Communities and Local Government
guidance ‘Planning Act 2008: Application Form Guidance’ and the Planning
Inspectorate Advice Note 6 on ‘Preparation of Application Documents under
section 37 of the Planning Act 2008’ as an Application document. It sets out the
planning policy context at a national, regional and local level relevant to the
Proposed Development and considers the conformity of the Proposed
Development against the relevant policy tests.

1.2

SP Manweb

1.2.1

SP Manweb plc is the electricity distribution network operator (DNO) for North
and Mid Wales, Cheshire, Merseyside and parts of Shropshire.

1.2.2

As an electricity DNO, SP Manweb holds a distribution licence pursuant to the
Electricity Act 1989 (the "1989 Act") and is subject to a number of conditions
under its licence and statutory duties under the 1989 Act.

1.2.3

Section 9(2)(a) of the 1989 Act requires SP Manweb to:‘develop and maintain an efficient, co-ordinated and economical system of
electricity transmission’;

1.2.4

Section 38 and Schedule 9 of the 1989 Act, require SP Manweb, when
proposing new works to:‘have regard to the desirability of preserving natural beauty, of conserving
flora, fauna and geological or physiographical features of special interest
and of protecting sites, buildings and objects of architectural, historic or
archaeological interest’.
And to:‘Do what it reasonably can to mitigate any effect which the proposals would
have on the natural beauty of the countryside or any such flora, fauna,
features, sites, buildings or objects’.
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Under condition 16 of its distribution licence, SP Manweb is required to provide a
connection to its distribution network as and when it is asked to do so by any of
its customers.
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1.3

Need for the Proposed Development

1.3.1

The UK has signed up to the EU Renewable Energy Directive, which includes a
UK target of 15 percent of energy from renewables by 2020. To meet this target,
along with emission reduction targets, generation from new renewable energy is
required.

1.3.2

In support of this, in July 2005, the Welsh Assembly Government (WAG)
published Technical Advice Note No 8 ‘Planning for Renewable Energy’ (TAN 8).
This document identified seven broad ’Strategic Search Areas’ (SSAs) for
onshore wind farms in Wales.

1.3.3

Clocaenog Forest in North Wales was identified in TAN 8 as a Strategic Search
Area for renewable development (SSA A). As a result, new generation projects
have been promoted and consented in the area and require connections to the
distribution system.

1.3.4

Four wind farm developers in SSA A have applied for and agreed terms with SP
Manweb to provide them with connections to the electricity distribution network.
Under the terms of its distribution licence, SP Manweb is obliged to make an
offer of connection in response to each valid application made.

1.3.5

These four contracted wind farms are listed below (and shown in Figure 1.2);

6 Clocaenog Forest (SJ013578)
In September 2014, RWE NPower Renewables received development
consent for a new wind farm in Clocaenog Forest in North Wales. The
wind farm is expected to generate between 64 and 96 megawatt (MW),
from 32 turbines. The turbines will have a total height (to tip) of 145m.
Clocaenog Forest Wind Farm does not require a connection route as the
wind farm substation is located next to the Collector Substation. This has
therefore been assumed in the assessment of the Proposed Development
and the Wider Scheme.
7 Brenig (SJ021742)
In April 2009, Brenig Wind Ltd received planning permission to build a 16
turbine wind farm at Llyn Brenig, with an installed generating capacity of
40MW. The turbines will have a total height (to tip) of 100m. SP Manweb
understands that the connection from this wind farm to the Collector
Substation will run underground, along existing forest tracks, through
Clocaenog Forest. This has therefore been assumed in the assessment
of the Proposed Development and the Wider Scheme.
8 Nant Bach (SJ989470)
In May 2011, Vattenfall received planning permission to build an 11
turbine wind farm at Nant Bach, with an installed generating capacity of
up to 27.5 MW. The turbines will have a total height to tip of 100m. SP
Manweb understands that the connection from this wind farm to the
Collector Substation will run underground, along existing forest tracks,
through Clocaenog Forest. This has therefore been assumed in the
assessment of the Proposed Development and the Wider Scheme.

4
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9 Derwydd Bach (SJ030500)
In July 2011, Tegni received planning permission to build a 10 turbine
wind farm at Derwydd Bach, with an installed generating capacity of 23
MW. The turbines will have a total height to tip of 120.5m. SP Manweb
understands that the connection from this wind farm to the Collector
Substation will run underground, along existing forest tracks, through
Clocaenog Forest. This has therefore been assumed in the assessment
of the Proposed Development and the Wider Scheme.
1.3.6

Together the four wind farms are known as the "Wind Farms". Potential
connection routes for Derwydd Bach, Nant Bach and Brenig Wind Farms have
been identified following discussions with the developers for the Wind Farms and
are indicated in Appendix 1.5 to the Environmental Statement (DCO Document
Ref 6.17).
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2

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

2.1.1

The Proposed Development includes the following elements, all of which are
either the nationally significant infrastructure project (NSIP) or form part of the
NSIP:

10 Construction of a 17km 132kV electric line above ground (electricity distribution
connection) between Clocaenog Forest and a terminal pole located south of the
unnamed Groesffordd Marli to Glascoed Road and the B5381 (Glascoed Road)
near to St Asaph, both in Denbighshire;
11 A temporary construction compound at Broadleys Farm, A453, Denbighshire and
temporary storage or ‘laydown areas’ along the alignment without which the
overhead line could not be constructed and therefore integral;
12 Access points for pedestrians and vehicles along the length of the 132 kV
Overhead Line for the duration of construction without which the 132 kV Overhead
Line could not be constructed (and therefore integral) with some access points
being required during the operational life of the 132 kV Overhead Line for
maintenance purposes;
13 Mitigation planting, which comprises:
a. Landscaping and ecological measures to restore trees and other vegetation
that have removed during construction; and
b. Landscaping to mitigate any adverse effects;
14 Other integral works such as site preparation and clearance, earthworks, alteration
of existing services and minor street works.
2.1.2

The main component of the Proposed Development is a new approximate 17km
132 kV Overhead Line from the proposed North Wales wind farm Collector
Substation near Clocaenog Forest and which terminates in a field to the south of
Trebanog, Groesffordd Marli (which is south of Glascoed Road, B5381), which is
located 1.8km from St Asaph Substation. It is located in North Wales and
crosses the administrative boundaries of Denbighshire County Council and
Conwy County Borough Council.

2.1.3

The Order Limits also include land from an un-named highway to the south of
Trebanog, Groesffordd Marli to the terminal point of the 132 kV Overhead Line.
The DCO includes the land rights to install (and keep installed), retain, use,
inspect, maintain, renew, remove and relocate an underground cable in this land.
The DCO application does not apply for development consent for the
underground cable.

2.1.4

The 132 kV Overhead Line would comprise conductors supported by double
wood poles. The wood poles are generally no larger than 470mm in diameter,
and would range between 11m and 16.6m in length. Taking into account that
the nominal depth of the poles is 2.5m and the steel bracings and insulators add
typically 2.3m to the length, the net result is that the actual conductor height
above ground (at pole positions) is about 0.2m less than the pole length referred
to. The average span between poles is 79m.

7
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2.1.5

The Order Limits for the Proposed Development contain a Limit of Deviation
(LoD) within which the 132kV Overhead Line would be located. The LoD
provides a degree of flexibility to ensure that any environmental constraints,
technical constraints or reasonable landowner requests can be accommodated.
The LoD varies between 20m in areas with good ground conditions and 40m in
areas with poor ground conditions.

2.1.6

The Proposed Development does not include all elements of the North Wales
Wind Farms Connection Project and those elements not included within the
Proposed Development are known as the Wider Scheme. This is because the
elements forming the "Wider Scheme" are considered to be ‘Associated
Development’, which, in Wales, cannot be included in an application for a
development consent order.

2.1.7

The Wider Scheme comprises:


proposed works to St Asaph Substation, including the development of an
underground cable taking the connection point at St Asaph to the
terminal point of the Proposed Development located in a field to the
south of Trebanog, Groesffordd Marli (which is south of Glascoed Road,
B5381);

15 a new 132 kV electrical substation at Clocaenog Forest to act as the collector
substation for the Wind Farms;
16 temporary storage areas within the existing St Asaph Substation and the Collector
Substation at Clocaenog Forest; and
17 diversion of existing lower voltage overhead line crossings.
2.1.8

The above works, which are subordinate to the Proposed Development, are
classed as Associated Development and would either be consented by the
relevant local planning authority or through SP Manweb's permitted development
rights, as indicated in Table 2.1 Consents and Licences required under other
legislation (DCO Document Ref 5.9).

2.1.9

The works to the existing St Asaph Substation itself include the installation of
electrical plant, equipment and switchgear are within the existing substation
compound. This is permitted development for SP Manweb under the Town and
Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995.

2.1.10

The 2.2km section of new underground cable between the end of the 132 kV
Overhead Line to the existing St Asaph Substation is considered to be permitted
development for SP Manweb under the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 1995. SP Manweb is discussing this with
Denbighshire County Council to confirm the use of permitted development rights
in respect of the underground cable as it has been assessed in Appendix 1.2 of
the Environmental Statement (Document Reference 6.7) as not giving rise to any
likely significant adverse effects.

2.1.11

A planning application for the proposed Collector Substation has been submitted
to Denbighshire County Council.

8
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The Proposed Development was divided into four sections for the purposes of
the Preliminary Environmental Information Report and these sections have been
included within the Environmental Statement. The sections are illustrated in
Figure 2.1 and comprise:

18 Clocaenog to Bwlch (Section A);
19 Bwlch to Eriviat (Section B);
20 Eriviat to Plas Buckley (via Hafod) (Section C); and
21 Plas Buckley to Groesffordd Marli (Section D).
Clocaenog to Bwlch (Section A)
2.1.13

The 132 kV Overhead Line would exit the proposed Collector Substation, located
within the Clocaenog Forest, immediately adjacent to the Clocaenog Wind Farm
substation. It then runs north through the edge of the upland managed forestry,
and crosses open grazing land on the ridge of Tir Mostyn (400m Above
Ordnance Datum (AOD)), northeast of the existing Tir Mostyn Wind Farm. The
132 kV Overhead Line would then drop slightly down the western flank of the
ridge to 380m AOD and turn northeast as it enters the Denbigh hills area,
running along the upper Lliwen valley slopes, parallel and above the B4501, a
landscape of small pastoral fields enclosed by hedgerows. After crossing the
B5435 (290m AOD) the 132 kV Overhead Line turns closer to the north and
drops down to cross a watercourse (235m AOD) before rising up to a local ridge
near Bryn Foel. It then turns north near Bryn Foel and continues north over the
minor road near Tan yr Allt (280m AOD).
Bwlch to Eriviat (Section B)

2.1.14

From here the 132 kV Overhead Line would cross the ridge (east of Foel Gasyth
at approximately 280m AOD) between blocks of coniferous and deciduous
woodland, and then continue down a localised valley as it runs past College
Farm to the east of Peniel village, before rising up again to cross the B4501
(200m AOD) near Plas Captain.

2.1.15

To the north of the B4501 past Segrwyd it turns north-west, and heads down
towards the lowland areas of the Afon Ystrad and Pandy Wood. The 132 kV
Overhead Line would pass through an open, medium scale, undulating pastoral
landscape bounded by hedgerows with scattered mature trees, until it drops
down to cross the wooded river valley of the Afon Ystrad at Pandy (120m AOD).
Continuing north-west and crossing a minor road, it turns north at Bodeiliog
Uchaf (170m AOD), and continues through this relatively low lying open pastoral
landscape, bounded by hedgerows with scattered mature trees with small
copses. The 132 kV Overhead Line would cross the A543 and enter the
landscape to the east of Eriviat Hall. It then turns slightly to the north-east as it
skirts the base of Beacon Hill at 150m AOD, through a shallow valley in the
direction of the blocks of woodland and scattered mature trees at Coed-Wernddu.
Within this section a site at Broadleys Farm, on the A453, has been identified as
a Construction Compound for the construction works. This site is within the
Order Limits and integral to the 132 kV Overhead Line.
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Eriviat to Plas Buckley (via Hafod) (Section C)
2.1.16

At this point the 132 kV Overhead Line would turn and run broadly north-west
from Coed Wern-ddu towards Hafod Wood (180m AOD) heading into this rising
area, before turning to the north to pass to the west of Berain. From here it runs
across undulating land as it rises from the valley to the west of Henllan towards
Moel Fodiar, crossing farmland with hedgerows with mature trees bisected by
two well wooded river valleys (near Eriviat Bach Isaf and Hafod) which form
tributaries of the Afon Elwy. The 132 kV Overhead Line would then run north
across more open larger scale pastoral fields as it heads towards Berain, before
skirting to the west and rear of Berain (160m AOD).
Plas Buckley to Groesffordd Marli (Section D).

2.1.17

To the immediate north of Berain the 132 kV Overhead Line continues northwest between Tyddyn Bartley and Croen Llwm Mawr (130m AOD) before turning
north towards Bod-ysgawen Isaf where it crosses the western ridge of the Elwy
valley (140m AOD). The 132 kV Overhead Line then drops down the valley sides
of the Afon Elwy (60m AOD) which contains scattered blocks of deciduous
woodland. The 132 kV Overhead Line crosses the narrow and well wooded
valley bottom near Coed y Fadir before turning north-east and continuing to rise
up the valley side to Plas Hafod (125m AOD) with a local concentration of
attractive mature trees within the fields and hedgerows. The 132 kV Overhead
Line continues past Coed Plas-newydd where there are a number of scattered
properties before crossing the Cefn Meiriadog ridge (140m AOD). At a point just
south of Glascoed Road and Groesffordd Marli (110m AOD on the Cefn
Meiriadog) the 132kV Overhead Line terminates and connects into the
underground cable which leads into the St Asaph Substation. As explained
above, the works at St Asaph, which include the underground cable, do not form
part of the application for the North Wales Wind Farms Connection Order.
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3

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

As noted in Chapter 2 above, four wind farm developers in SSA A have applied
for and agreed terms with SP Manweb to provide them with connections to the
electricity distribution network.

3.1.2

SP Manweb has established an approach to developing connection projects,
which takes account of statutory procedures as well as the company’s own
objectives for achieving wide ranging consultation throughout the project
planning stages.
The process starts by considering strategic scheme
alternatives for connecting a customer onto the electricity network and then,
once a preferred alternative is identified, work begins on identifying and
appraising a number of route options. This then progresses to the selection and
identification of a Preferred Route prior to formal Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) and production of an Environmental Statement (ES). The
approach developed for routeing takes into account the Holford Rules1.

3.2

Strategic Options

3.2.1

SP Manweb investigated a number of strategic options2 in order to connect wind
generation from SSA A. These options are summarised in Table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1: Strategic Options Considered
Option

Commentary

DN: Do nothing

Discounted as it would be a breach of SP Manweb’s
distribution licence statutory obligation to provide
connections to its distribution network. Furthermore,
failure to provide any connection would have wider
consequences for the overall UK electricity supply, and
could adversely impact on achieving government targets
for renewable and low carbon generation.

CEN: Connect to
existing network

Discounted as the existing network is already close to
capacity, and the 33 kV network is not capable of
connecting the Windfarms. This option would therefore
have been in a breach of SP Manweb’s distribution licence
statutory obligations.

GC: New Grid
Supply Point near

Although this was a viable option, the associated
equipment and construction costs would be much greater

1

In 1959, Lord Holford, then advisor to the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB), developed a series
of planning guidelines in relation to amenity issues, which have subsequently become known as the “Holford
Rules”. The Rules form the basis upon which the decision making process of siting overhead transmission
lines, and minimising the potential landscape impact of such infrastructure. (see Appendix 7.2 of the ES
(DCO Document Ref 6.20))
2

North Wales Wind Farms Connections Project: Strategic Options Report (March 2015) (DCO Document
Ref 7.3)
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Option
Corwen

Commentary
than a 132 kV overhead line. This option was therefore
not taken forward in the context of the requirement placed
on SP Manweb by the Electricity Act 1989 to develop and
maintain an economical system of electricity transmission.

BL: 132 kV
connection to the
existing substation
at Brymbo or
Legacy

The 132 kV substations at Brymbo and Legacy are both to
the east of SSA A, and are the same distance from the
SSA. Approximately 35km of new overhead line would be
needed. The route of this line would cross the Clwydian
Range Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) which
is considered a strategic environmental constraint. If the
connection was to Brymbo, it would also have been
necessary to uprate an existing 132 kV circuit between
Brymbo and Legacy.

CQ: 132 kV
connection to
Connah’s Quay

The 132 kV substation at Connah’s Quay is to the north
east of SSA A.
New network infrastructure and
approximately 36km of new overhead line would be
needed. The route of this line would cross the Clwydian
Range AONB which is considered a strategic
environmental constraint.

H: 132 kV
connection to
Holywell

The 132 kV substation at Holywell is to the north east of
SSA A. In addition to the network infrastructure required,
approximately 30km of new overhead line would be
needed. The route of this line would cross the Clwydian
Range AONB which is considered a strategic
environmental constraint.
It would also have been
necessary to uprate the existing 132 kV circuit between
Holywell and Connah’s Quay.

SA: 132 kV
connection to St
Asaph

The existing 132 kV substation at St Asaph is to the north
of SSA A. In addition to the network infrastructure
required, approximately 20km of new overhead line would
be needed3. National Grid is establishing a Grid Supply
Point at Bodelwyddan, adjacent to SP Manweb’s existing
substation at St Asaph, therefore any further
reinforcement of the 132 kV network to accommodate the
SSA A wind farms was likely to be minimal when
compared to the other options.

D: 132 kV
connection to
Dolgarrog

The 132 kV substation at Dolgarrog is to the north west of
SSA A. In addition to the network infrastructure required
approximately 35km of new overhead line would be
needed. It would also be necessary to reinforce the
existing 132 kV system at Dolgarrog by establishing a

3

This was the preferred option which has become the North Wales Wind Farms Connection Project.
Following detailed routeing and design the route length is now approximately 17km.
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Option

Commentary
132 kV substation and uprating the 132 kV circuit between
Dolgarrog and St Asaph.

T: 132 kV
connection to
Trawsfynydd

The 132 kV substation at Trawsfynydd is to the south west
of SSA A. In addition to the network infrastructure
required, approximately 45km of new overhead line would
be needed. Trawsfynydd is situated within the Snowdonia
National Park which is considered a strategic
environmental constraint.

3.2.2

The Strategic Options Report concluded that the preferred option was for a
132kV circuit to be constructed from SSA A northwards to the existing St Asaph
Substation (Option SA and the "Preferred Option"). This option was technically
capable of accommodating all the contracted generation and had the shortest
132 kV connection of all the technically viable options. All other things being
equal, shorter options are preferred on the basis of minimising both impacts and
costs.

3.2.3

The Preferred Option also had the benefit that potential routes would avoid
significant environmental constraints such as the Snowdonia National Park or
the Clwydian Range AONB. Options GC and D also avoided Snowdonia
National Park and Clwydian Range AONB, however, on the basis of the high
level early routing option investigations, it was not considered that the
environmental performance was sufficiently improved to justify taking forward
these options as the Preferred Option had the best performance in economic
terms.

3.2.4

Options ‘GC’, ‘BL’, ‘CQ’, ‘H’, and ‘T’ were all deemed technically viable options
but were not taken forward for further study due to the additional costs and/or
environmental concerns such as new infrastructure within strategically important
nationally designated sites.

3.3

Route Corridors

3.3.1

Following the identification of the preferred strategic option a number of route
corridors4 were identified.

3.3.2

The iterative routeing process identified three broad route corridors (Red, Green,
Blue), and links between those corridors (Blue/Red and Blue/Green) all of which
were considered to be technically and environmentally feasible (see Figure 3.1
(extracted from the ES DCO Document Ref 6.16)). Consultation on the route
corridor options (the Stage 1 Consultation (non-statutory)) was carried out
between June 2012 and February 20135.

4
A route corridor is an area of land through which a new connection may potentially be routed, usually 1km
wide
5

See North Wales Wind Farm Connections Project: Consultation Report (March 2015); SP Manweb (Doc
Ref 5.1)
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3.3.3

In identifying a preferred route corridor, environmental and technical factors were
considered, together with the consultation feedback. The Blue/Green link, from
Brenig / Clocaenog North to St Asaph (approximately 20km in length) was
selected as the Preferred Route Corridor (see Figure 3.2 (extracted from the ES
DCO Document Ref 6.16)).

3.3.4

Consultation on the preferred route corridor (the Stage 2 Consultation (nonstatutory) was carried out between June 2013 and July 20136. The Consultation
was designed to gather additional information on the preferred route corridor in
order to help develop a more focused 100m wide route alignment for the
statutory stage of consultation.

6

See above footnote
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3.4

Proposed Route Alignment

3.4.1

Within the preferred route corridor a 100m wide route alignment (the "Proposed
Route Alignment") was developed utilising information from on-going
environmental surveys, further engineering design and collaborative multidisciplinary walk-overs.

3.4.2

Concerns had been expressed during the Stage 2 Consultation regarding the
potential environmental effects on the village of Henllan, including:


effects on residential visual amenity;



effects on biodiversity;



effects on the Henllan Conservation Area; and



the high number of people affected by routeing in proximity to Henllan.

3.4.3

In response to this feedback, options to take the route further away from Henllan
were investigated. Routeing to the east of Henllan was not feasible due to the
high number of designated features including SAC and SSSI within the lower
Elwy Valley, the Essential Settings of Parks and Gardens (Foxhall and Plas
Heaton), and proximity to the eastern edge of the village.

3.4.4

Options to the west were investigated and refined resulting in an alternative
which deviated from the original Blue / Green Route Corridor at Eriviat Park,
turning northwest and passing through pastureland in the direction of Hafod
Wood, before turning north and re-joining the original Blue / Green Route
Corridor north of Berain, at Tyddyn Bartley. This option, via Hafod, was
considered to be both technically and environmentally feasible.

3.4.5

The Proposed Route Alignment which was taken forward to the Stage 3
(statutory) Consultation and which was considered in the Preliminary
Environment Information Report included both options, via Henllan and via
Hafod. The Proposed Route Alignment is also indicated in Figure 3.2 above.

3.5

Order Limits

3.5.1

Consultation on the Proposed Route Alignment (the Stage 3 Statutory
Consultation) was carried out between March 2014 and June 20147.

3.5.2

Responses to the consultation, supported both the ‘Hafod’ and the ‘Henllan’
options. Feedback from statutory bodies, the national and regional organisations
that SP Manweb is required to consult with on the Project, noted a preference for
the ‘Hafod’ option.

7

See ‘North Wales Wind Farms Connection Project: Consultation Report, SP Manweb, March 2015 (DCO
Document Ref 5.1).
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The Preliminary Environment Information Report (Section 16) found a preference
for the ‘Hafod’ option, concluding that:
“Overall it is considered that Option (a): via Hafod is preferred as although
effects on the landscape and ancient and semi natural woodland (ASNW)
are slightly greater for this option these are outweighed by greater effects on
residential amenity and the historic environment for Option (b): via Henllan.

3.5.4

The technical review identified that the 11kV network surrounding Henllan would
be affected by the proposed ‘Henllan’ option, requiring substantial diversion
work. In comparison the ‘Hafod’ option avoids the 11kV overhead line and would
require less diversion work. No other technical issues were identified on either
of the route options.

3.5.5

Taking into consideration and having regard to consultation feedback,
environmental and technical factors the ‘Hafod’ option was selected as the
preferred option.

3.5.6

However in response to consultation feedback a number of areas were looked at
in greater detail. These included:

Tir Mostyn Ridge
Consultation responses raised the potential for the route to skyline along
this ridge.
In response to these concerns the effects of moving the route alignment
below the ridge were considered. This alternative would reduce effects
on more distant receptors, but due to the topographical nature of the
ridge, would increase effects on receptors closer to the ridge and result in
skylining. As such, it was determined that locating the route alignment
higher on the ridge line would minimise effects on those closest to the
route and those most likely to experience significant effects.



Tan-yr-Allt
Consultation feedback and the review of the initial indicative pole
positions identified the close proximity of the poles to this property.
The proposed alignment of the 132 kV Overhead Line would take
advantage of a localised hollow in the landscape to the front of the
receptor thus minimising the height of the 132 kV Overhead Line in views
from the receptor. However, it would be in close proximity to the receptor
and prominent in their view. As such, the design has evolved so that the
Order Limits in this location are now at a greater distance from this
property and the 132 kV Overhead Line will be less prominent.
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Pandy Wood
The Final Route Alignment in this location has been routed within the
100m wide Proposed Route Alignment but to the north east of the
centreline. This reduces potential effects on a number of non-designated
heritage assets.
A small derelict/unoccupied farmstead lies within the wooded area at
Pandy and the Proposed Route Alignment was located in very close
proximity to this potential receptor. In response to potential effects, the
Order Limits have been move northeast and away from this potential
receptor.



Hafod Farm Approach
Concerns were raised regarding the potential for the route to skyline at
this location, however, adjusting the alignment would bring the route
closer to residential properties and could result in more significant effects
on receptors. Amendments were therefore not made in this location.



Berain Farm
Concerns were raised about the proximity to the listed buildings and
locally valued setting at Berain. By routeing to the rear of the property
and utilising existing trees for screening and backclothing of the 132 kV
Overhead Line, the effects would be reduced. A slight alteration to the
route in this location has aimed to reduce the potential impact on trees in
this location and therefore increase the opportunity for utilising the
existing trees for screening and backclothing.



Elwy Valley and Cefn Meiriadog
Concerns were raised about potential skylining in these locations. The
alignment through these areas seeks to minimise potential effects on the
Historic Landscape area (Elwy valley), the SAC, SSSI, RIGS, areas of
ASNW. Adjustments to the alignment would likely result in more effects
on these designated areas and therefore the route has not been amended
in this location.



Cable Route from the Terminal Pole
Although still within the 100m wide Proposed Route Alignment, the cable
route is now located in the field to the east of the existing track. Locating
the cable route within the existing track would have necessitated the
removal of sections of mature hedgerows and would have had the
potential to impact on a number of mature trees and their roots.

3.5.7

In consideration of the above and following further detailed engineering and
environmental reviews the Order Limits which form part of the application for a
DCO have been developed. The Order Limits are shown on Figure 1.1. Within
the Order Limits engineering studies have identified a Limit of Deviation (see
Section 2) within which the 132 kV Overhead Line would be located.
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Design
Overhead Lines

3.6.1

Overhead lines can be built on steel towers (pylons) or wood poles. However
the farmland through which the majority of the line would be built was considered
to be more suitable for wood poles than steel towers. Wood poles are preferred
where technically feasible as they are less visually intrusive, less likely to be
visible on the skyline and are more flexible for detailed routeing, providing a
better fit with the landscape. The initial assessments of the Proposed Route
Alignment suggested it might be necessary to introduce steel towers to
overcome technical issues in a small number of locations. More detailed line
route work has shown however that this would not be necessary and the entirety
of the overhead line would be constructed using wood poles.

3.6.2

The wood pole overhead line design proposed for the 132kV circuit is of double
wood pole (OHL-132-03) design. These double wood poles have a maximum
angle of line deviation of 35 degrees and are particularly suited to wind farm
connections, which tend to be on higher ground and are subject to more adverse
weather conditions. They are generally 15m in height (i.e. a 12.5m pole with
2.5m in the ground) and have an average span length of around 80m. However,
both the height and span can be extended or reduced, as required to meet
statutory clearance requirements or to address factors such as sloping ground.

3.6.3

The 132 kV Overhead Line would comprise conductors supported by double
wood poles. The wood poles are generally no larger than 470mm in diameter,
and would range between 11m and 16.6m in length. Taking into account that
the nominal depth of the poles is 2.5m and the steel bracings and insulators add
typically 2.3m to the length, the net result is that the actual conductor height
above ground (at pole positions) is about 0.2m less than the pole length referred
to. The average span between poles is 79m.

3.6.4

The poles carry 3-phase conductors (cables) in a single circuit network with an
underslung earth wire, which incorporates a fibre optic cable for protection
signalling and communication purposes. The four conductors are supported on
a steel structure which sits on top of the double wood pole and are made of
aluminum with the phase conductors having an overall diameter of 24mm and
the earth/fibre optic wire being 14mm in diameter.

3.6.5

The double wood pole is illustrated in Figure 2 3 in the Environmental
Statement8.

3.6.6

Studies have been undertaken to identify whether a lighter single wood pole
design would be suitable. Chapter 2 of the Design and Construction Report
(DCO Doc Ref 7.1) sets out the need for the double wood pole design.

8

See Environmental Statement: Figures (DCO Document Ref 6.16)
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3.6.7

Earthed construction is required to control rise of earth potential (ROEP). At the
site for the proposed Collector Substation measurements show that the
resistivity9 of the ground is extremely high and therefore an earthed overhead
line is required to control the ROEP.

3.6.8

An earthed design, such as the double wood pole proposed, is required for the
Proposed Development. The single wood pole design does not carry an earth
and therefore cannot be used for the Proposed Development.
Undergrounding

3.6.9

Government policy in EN-5 accepts overhead lines are not incompatible with
licence operators’ obligations to preserve the environment and that for the most
part, adverse landscape and visual impacts can be mitigated. SP Manweb
considers the wood pole design facilitates compliance with this obligation in that
it results in lower impacts on the environment and enables more sensitive
routeing through the landscape. EN-5 notes, however, that where there are
serious concerns about the potential adverse landscape and visual impacts of a
proposed overhead line, the decision maker will have to balance these against
other factors including the need for the proposed infrastructure, the availability
and cost of alternative routes, technical difficulties and likely costs of
undergrounding, as well as the benefits and any impacts of undergrounding
along any of the identified sections.

3.6.10

With the above in mind, SP Manweb has evaluated the Proposed Development
against the approach set out in EN-5, referring to the Chapter ‘Landscape and
Visual’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.7). In its assessment, SP Manweb also
had regard comments received in response to consultation.

3.6.11

SP Manweb’s evaluation is set out in Appendix 1 to this Report ‘Appraisal of the
North Wales Wind Farms Connection Project Against National Policy Statement
for Electricity Networks Infrastructure (NPS EN-5) In Relation to Undergrounding’
(DCO Document Ref 7.5). In reviewing the above assessment, regard has also
been had to concerns raised in consultation feedback regarding visual amenity
effects on existing views.

9

Soil resistivity is a measure of how much the soil resists the flow of electricity. It is a critical factor in
design of systems that rely on passing current through the Earth's surface. An understanding of the soil
resistivity and how it varies with depth in the soil is necessary to design the grounding system in an electrical
substation,
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4

PLANNING POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

Planning policies and guidance are provided at UK, Wales and local level.
Consideration has been given to those planning policies referred to in this
chapter together with the specific planning policies which are relevant to the
environmental topics covered in this ES and summarised in the specialist topic
chapters.

4.2

The Planning Act 2008

4.2.1

The Planning Act 2008 (as amended) introduced a new regime bringing multiple
consents for identified types of infrastructure under one consenting regime. It
established a system of development consent for Nationally Significant
Infrastructure Projects (NSIPs). These included certain types of energy,
transport, water, wastewater and waste projects.

4.2.2

Overhead lines installed above ground with a nominal voltage of greater than, or
equal to, 132kV are considered NSIPs, to be determined by the Secretary of
State in accordance with the requirements of the Act.

4.3

National Policy Statements

4.3.1

Part 2 of the Planning Act deals with National Policy Statements.

4.3.2

National Policy Statements (NPSs) set out Government policy for the delivery of
major energy infrastructure and are of primary importance to the decision making
process for NSIPs. National Policy Statements for Energy are issued by the
Secretary of State (SoS) for Energy and Climate Change (DECC) and set out the
Government’s policy for delivery of major energy infrastructure under the
Planning Act 2008

4.3.3

The Secretary of State is required by s104 of the Act to have regard to any
national policy statement which has effect in relation to development of the
description to which the application relates.

4.3.4

Six National Policy Statements for energy infrastructure were designated by the
Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change in July 2011. The most
relevant NPSs for transmission infrastructure are the Overarching National
Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1)10 and the National Policy Statement for
Electricity Networks Infrastructure (EN-5)11 (which must be read in conjunction
with EN-1).

10

Department for Energy and Climate Change : Overarching Energy National Policy Statement (EN-1): July
2011

11

Department for Energy and Climate Change: National Policy Statement for Electricity Energy
Infrastructure (EN-5): July 2011
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Section 104(2) of the Act states that in deciding an application for development
consent the Secretary of State must have regard to. In summary these are:

22 Any national policy statement which has effect in relation to development to which
the application relates;
23 Any local impact report;
24 Any matters prescribed in relation to development to which the application relates;
and
25 Any other matters which the Secretary of State considers to be ‘both important and
relevant to the decision’.
4.3.6

Section 104(3) of the Act further states that applications must be decided in
accordance with any relevant National Policy Statement, except to the extent
that to do so would:

26 lead to the UK being in breach of its international obligations;
27 be in breach of any statutory duty that applies to the decision maker;
28 be unlawful;
29 result in adverse impacts from the development outweighing the benefits; and
30 be contrary to regulations in relation to how such decisions are to be taken.
Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1) July 2011
4.3.7

NPS EN-1 provides Government policy and guidance relating to the generic
impacts of energy infrastructure.

4.3.8

NPS EN-1 notes that the Government’s objectives for energy and climate
change will require further diversification of the UK’s energy sources and much
greater use of renewable and other low carbon forms of generation. It is
estimated that there will be a need for about 59GW net of new capacity by 2025,
of which 33GW would need to come from renewable sources to meet renewable
energy commitments (para 3.3.22).

4.3.9

Section 3.7 specifically refers to the need for new electricity network
infrastructure noting that:
‘Much of the new electricity infrastructure that is needed will be located in
places where there is no existing network infrastructure. This is likely to be
the case for many wind farms’ (para 3.7.1)

4.3.10

It also notes that;
“Lack of sufficiently robust electricity networks can cause, or contribute to,
large scale interruptions. Existing transmission and distribution networks will
have to evolve and adapt in various ways to handle increases in demand,
but construction of new lines of 132 kV and above will also be needed to
meet the significant national need for expansion and reinforcement of the
UK’s transmission and distribution networks" (para 3.7.2).
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And:
‘it is important to note that new electricity network infrastructure projects,
which will add to the reliability of the national energy supply, provide crucial
national benefits, which are shared by all users of the system’,….(para
3.7.3).
4.3.11

The NPS states that a ‘smarter’ electricity grid will be needed to support a more
complex system of electricity supply and demand with generation occurring in a
greater diversity of locations. It notes that;
‘… new lines will have to be built, and the location of renewable energy
sources and designated sites for new nuclear power stations makes it
inevitable that a significant proportion of those new lines will have to cross
areas where there is little or no transmission infrastructure at present, or
which it may be claimed should be protected from such intrusions’

4.3.12

It emphasises that;
‘The urgency of need for new generating capacity means that the need for
new transmission infrastructure that is required to connect that capacity will
be similar’ (para 3.7.7).

4.3.13

Paragraph 3.7.10 confirms that
….’there is an urgent need for new electricity transmission and distribution
infrastructure (and in particular for new lines of 132 kV and above) to be
provided’.

4.3.14

The need for a new connection should have demonstrated that:
….’if it represents an efficient and economical means of connecting a new
generating station to the transmission or distribution network … and has
sufficient capacity … to supply current or anticipated future levels of
demand.’

4.3.15

Paragraph 3.7.10 goes on to recognise that there will be more than one
technological approach to make a connection (e.g. by overhead line or
underground cable) and that
‘the costs and benefits of these alternatives should be properly
considered as set out in EN-5’…

4.3.16

Paragraph 3.7.10 also states that there will be more than one technological
approach to connect the network such as overhead lines or underground cables
and the costs and benefits of these alternatives should be properly considered,
as set out in EN-5, before any overhead line is consented.

4.3.17

Parts 4 and 5 of the NPS identify the ‘Assessment Principles’ and Generic
Impacts’ which are key factors influencing decision making.

4.3.18

Part 4, ‘Assessment Principles’, sets out general policies in accordance with
which applications relating to energy infrastructure are to be decided.

4.3.19

Part 5 ‘Generic Impacts’ identifies the impacts of energy infrastructure that are
anticipated to arise most frequently, noting that it is not intended to provide a list
of all possible effects or ways to mitigate such effects.
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National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks Infrastructure (EN-5)
July 2011
4.3.20

NPS EN-5 provides specific guidance relevant to ‘electricity networks
infrastructure’ NSIPs.

4.3.21

It notes that:
‘This National Policy Statement (NPS) taken together with the Overarching
National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1), provides the primary basis for
decisions taken by the Infrastructure Planning Commission (IPC) on
applications it receives for electricity networks infrastructure.’…(para 1.2.1)

4.3.22

Part 2 ‘Assessment and Technology-Specific Information’ provides guidance,
under a number of headings, as to what should be considered.

4.3.23

The NPS notes that the general location of electricity network projects is often
determined by the location, or anticipated location, of a particular generating
station in relation to the existing network (para 2.2.2).

4.3.24

Para 2.6.1 sets out additional technology specific considerations on the following
generic impacts considered in EN-1. These are:


Biodiversity and geological conservation;



Landscape and visual; and



Noise and vibration.

4.3.25

Para 2.6.2 notes that the NPS also sets out technology-specific considerations
for the impact of EMFs, which is not an impact considered in EN-1.

4.3.26

Further more detailed guidance on these four topics is provided in Sections 2.7 –
2.10 of the NPS.

4.4

Welsh National Planning Advice and Policies

4.4.1

Whilst the above NPSs are the overriding policies against which the proposals
will be primarily considered, regard has also been had to Welsh Government
policy.

4.4.2

In Wales, planning policy comprises both national (Welsh) and local planning
policy as set out by the local planning authorities (in this case Denbighshire
County Council and Conwy County Borough Council.
Planning (Wales) Bill

4.4.3

The Welsh Government published its draft Planning (Wales) Bill (the Bill) and
accompanying consultation package in December 2013, containing proposals to
change the planning system in Wales through alteration to primary legislation,
secondary legislation, policy and guidance. Subsequently, in October 2014, the
Bill was introduced to the National Assembly for Wales. The target date for
Royal Assent is summer 2015 after which the Bill will become an Act in Wales
and will provide new planning legislation.
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4.4.4

The Bill includes proposals for the formation of a National Development
Framework (NDF). The NDF would have “Development Plan” status and provide
the context for Local Development Plans. It would also identify key locations to
accommodate change and infrastructure investment. The NDF will cover
development and land use issues of national significance which the planning
system is able to influence and deliver.

4.4.5

The NDF would provide Ministers with the context within which developments of
significance are to be determined and would replace the Wales Spatial Plan.

4.4.6

The consultation on the draft Bill noted a desire by Welsh Government to review
and rationalise the 22 Technical Advice Notes (TANs) and Minerals TANs.
Certain elements covered in existing TANs (e.g. the Strategic Search Areas for
major wind farms) would be incorporated into the NDF.

4.4.7

The Bill proposes setting a clear development hierarchy with developments of
national significance determined by Ministers and major developments
determined by the relevant local planning authority.
Wales Spatial Plan

4.4.8

Section 60 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 placed a duty on
Welsh Ministers to prepare a spatial plan and for that plan to be approved by a
resolution of, the National Assembly for Wales . Section 62 states that local
planning authorities, in preparing a local development plan, must have regard
(amongst other matters) to the Wales Spatial Plan (WSP).

4.4.9

The 2008 Wales Spatial Plan (WSP) provides a Wales-wide spatial strategy
which outlines a ‘broad 20 year agenda’ to guide future development and policy
interventions.

4.4.10

WSP para 1.5 advises that the purpose of the WSP is to ensure that what is
done in the public, private and third sectors in Wales is integrated and
sustainable, and that actions within an area support each other and jointly move
towards a shared vision for Wales and for the different parts of Wales.

4.4.11

The WSP notes at para 16.56 that ‘a significant challenge’ is the ability to have a
local and a national role in responding and adapting to the impact of climate
change.
Planning Policy Wales

4.4.12

Planning Policy Wales (Edition 7, July 2014) (PPW) sets out the land use
planning policies of the Welsh Government and should be taken into account by
local planning authorities in the preparation of development plans. It is
supplemented by a series of Technical Advice Notes (TANs), which, with PPW,
circulars and policy clarification letters comprise national planning policy and
Government planning advice in Wales.
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In relation to planning for renewable energy development and associated ‘grid’
infrastructure at a local level, PPW states that:
‘An integrated approach should be adopted towards planning renewable
and low carbon energy developments and additional electricity grid
network infrastructure. Additional electricity grid network infrastructure will
be needed to support the SSAs and local planning authorities should
facilitate grid developments when appropriate proposals come forward
whether or not the wind farms are to be connected are located within their
authorities. …’ (para 12.8.14).
Technical Advice Notes

4.4.14

The consultation on the Bill noted a desire by Welsh Government to review and
rationalise Technical Advice Notes ("TANs"). However, they remain relevant and
regard has been had to the existing TANs.

4.4.15

The TANs provide technical advice to supplement the policy set out in PPW.

4.4.16

TANs considered to be relevant to the Proposed Development include:


TAN 8: Renewable Energy (2005)
TAN 8 relates to the land use planning considerations of renewable energy in
the context of UK and national energy policy. The TAN identifies that
provision of electricity from renewable sources is an important component of
UK energy policy.



TAN 11: Noise (1997)
TAN 11 provides advice on how the planning system can be used to
minimise the adverse impact of noise without placing onerous restrictions on
development.
It outlines the main considerations that local planning
authorities should take into account when producing their development plan
policies and in determining planning applications.



TAN 15: Development and Flood Risk (2004)
The overarching aim of TAN 15 is to direct new development away from
those areas which are at high risk of flooding. Development will only be
justified in higher risk areas if it can be demonstrated that the potential
consequences of a flooding event for the particular type of development have
been considered, and found to be acceptable.



TAN 18: Transport (1997)
Describes how to integrate land use and transport planning and explains how
transport impacts should be assessed and mitigated.
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4.5

Local Planning Policy

4.5.1

As noted above NPS-EN1 references development plan policies as being ‘other
matters’ which could potentially be relevant to decision making for a DCO
application12.

4.5.2

Denbighshire County Council formally adopted its Local Development Plan
(LDP) at a meeting of the County Council on 4th June 2013. This now replaces
the Denbighshire Unitary Development Plan (UDP).

4.5.3

The LDP includes a number of objectives, developed to address identified issues
and needs within Denbighshire. The Plan identifies that these will need to be
met in order to achieve the Vision for the County up to the year 2021. The Plan
also includes a number of policies which are of relevance to the DCO
application. These are set out more fully in Section 5.4 of this Report.

4.5.4

Conwy County Borough Council adopted its LDP in October 2013. The Plan
sets out the key challenges facing Conwy, identifies the Vision, Objectives and
the Spatial Strategy for development in the area over the period 2007 to 2022.
The LDP replaces existing Structure Plans and Local Plans which previously
provided the policy framework for the Conwy Plan Area. This Plan also includes
a number of policies which are of relevance to the DCO application. These are
set out more fully in Section 5.4 of this Report.

12

NPS EN-1 para 4.1.5
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5

APPRAISAL OF THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT IN
RELATION TO RELEVANT PLANNING POLICY

5.1

Introduction

5.1.1

The following sections provide a summary as to how the Proposed Development
has taken account of and been prepared, assessed and designed in accordance
with the relevant policies contained in these documents. Reference is also made
to other relevant policies for Wales and at a local level.

5.1.2

The information gathered as part of the Environmental Impact Assessment and
contained within the Environmental Statement (DCO Document Refs 6.0 – 6.28)
has formed part of the appraisal below.

5.2

National Policy Statements
Introduction

5.2.1

As noted in Chapter 5 above the Proposed Development is an NSIP and as such
the most relevant policy documents are the national policy statements, in this
instance NPS EN-1 and EN-5.
Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1) July 2011
The need for new nationally significant electricity infrastructure projects

5.2.2

Part 3 of NPS EN-1 ‘The need for new nationally significant electricity
infrastructure projects‘ notes that the Government’s objectives for energy and
climate change will require further diversification of the UK’s energy sources and
much greater use of renewable and other low carbon forms of generation.

5.2.3

Section 3.7, ‘The need for new electricity network infrastructure’ notes that:
‘Much of the electricity infrastructure that is needed will be located in places
where there is no existing network infrastructure. This is likely to be the case
for many wind farms) or where there may be technical reasons why existing
network infrastructure is not suitable for connecting the new generation
infrastructure. ’ (para 3.7.1

5.2.4

The need for the Proposed Development has been summarised in Chapter 1 of
this report. The Proposed Development is required to meet the need to connect
new consented renewable energy generation and is in an area with no existing
132 kV infrastructure, it therefore supports and meets the objectives of EN-1.

5.2.5

Part 4 of NPS EN-1 sets out a number of ‘Assessment Principles’ and Part 5
considers ‘Generic Impacts’ and the following sections address the relevant
requirements and performance of the application against them.
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Environmental Statement
5.2.6

EN-1 section 4.2 notes the requirement for an Environmental Statement. The
DCO application for the Proposed Development is accompanied by an
Environmental Statement (see DCO Document Refs 6.0 – 6.28) that addresses
the requirements of the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2009 (as amended) (EIA Regulations), responds to
and addresses the matters raised in the Secretary of States Scoping Opinion13
and addresses the matters set out in EN-1 paragraphs 4.2.1 to 4.2.11.
Habitats and Species Regulations

5.2.7

Para 4.3.1 states that:
‘Prior to granting a development consent order, the IPC [Secretary of State]
must, under the Habitats and Species Regulations79 14…. consider whether
the project may have a significant effect on a European site, …. either alone
or in combination with other plans or projects’.

5.2.8

Consideration has been given to the potential for effects on European sites and
species and the application for a DCO is supported by a ‘No Significant Effects
Report’ (see DCO Document Ref 5.3). Natural Resources Wales (NRW) have
been consulted on the draft of this Report and have commented that:
‘From the information provided in the draft No Significant Effects Report we
concur with its conclusions. In our view significant effects on European sites
(either alone or in combination with effects from other plans or projects of
which we are aware) are unlikely to occur as a result of granting
development consent for the scheme.’ (NRW 4 February 2015).
Alternatives

5.2.9

EN-1 section 4.4 notes that from a policy perspective the NPS does not contain
any general requirement to consider alternatives or to establish whether the
proposed project represents the best option. However, in accordance with the
EIA Regulations and Scoping Opinion the applicant is obliged to include this
within the ES. A summary of the alternatives considered has therefore been
included in the Report (see Chapter 3) and further information is provided in the
ES (Chapter 3 ‘Alternatives and Design Evolution (DCO Document Ref 6.3)).
Criteria for good design for energy infrastructure

5.2.10

The NPS notes that (Section 4.5) that:
‘… Whilst the applicant may not have any or very limited choice in the
physical appearance of some energy infrastructure, there may be
opportunities for the applicant to demonstrate good design in terms of siting
relative to existing landscape character, landform and vegetation. …’ (para
4.5.3).

13

Responses to the Secretary of States’ Scoping Opinion are covered in the respective technical chapters of
the Environmental Statement (DCO Document Ref 6.6 – 6.14)
14

The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (SI2010/490)
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SP Manweb has developed a rigorous approach to routeing, from Strategic
Options through to route corridors and more detailed alignments, which
considers environmental factors including landscape character. This approach
takes into account the guidance provided in the Holford Rules and for this
Proposed Development has utilised the information provided within the
LANDMAP datasets and also had regard to non-statutory and statutory
consultation responses. The route of the Proposed Development has been
refined through this process and in response to consultation feedback. SP
Manweb considers that it has demonstrated that the siting of the Proposed
Development and use of materials delivers good design.
Climate Change Adaptation

5.2.12

EN-1 requires the effects of climate change to be considered when developing
NSIPs along with mitigation to minimise the most dangerous impacts of climate
change.

5.2.13

SP Manweb designs and constructs its infrastructure in accordance with current
best practice and guidance. In addition sensitive routine of the 132 kV overhead
Line has ensured that there would be no increase in flood risk either to the wood
poles themselves or to the third parties. Only one structure is located within a
flood plain. This is demonstrated within the Flood Consequence Assessment
(DCO Document Ref 5.3), and, it is therefore considered that the Proposed
Development is in accordance with the requirements of NPS – EN-1.
Air Quality and Emissions

5.2.14

EN-1 states that;
‘… The construction, operation and decommissioning phases can involve
emissions to air which could lead to adverse impacts on health, on protected
species and habitats or on the wider countryside. …’ (para 5.2.1).
It goes on
‘Where the project is likely to have adverse effects on air quality the
applicant should undertake an assessment of the impacts of the proposed
project as part of the Environmental Statement (ES)’. (para 5.2.6)

5.2.15

Potential air quality effects are associated with dust and emissions from
construction activities and construction traffic. Chapter 13 ‘Emissions’ of the ES
(DCO Document Ref 6.13) describes the existing air quality and provides an
appraisal of the potential air quality effects of the Proposed Development.

5.2.16

The appraisal has identified that effects during construction of the Proposed
Development would be temporary and low risk. Mitigation measures as
identified in the CEMP (DCO Document Ref 6.18), secured through a
requirement in the draft DCO, would be adopted to reduce any potential effects
to negligible.

5.2.17

No significant air quality impacts are anticipated due to the operation of the
Proposed Development.

5.2.18

It is therefore considered that the Proposed Development is unlikely to have an
adverse effect on air quality and is consistent with the requirements of air quality
and emissions of NPS EN-1.
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Biodiversity and Geological Conservation
5.2.19

EN-1 states that:
‘Where the development is subject to Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) the applicant should ensure that the ES clearly sets out any effects on
internationally, nationally and locally designated sites of ecological or
geological conservation importance, on protected species and on habitats
and other species identified as being of principal importance for the
conservation of biodiversity. …’ (para 5.3.3).
And
‘The applicant should show how the project has taken advantage of
opportunities to conserve and enhance biodiversity and geological
conservation interests’. (para 5.3.4)

5.2.20

It goes on:
‘…development should aim to avoid significant harm to biodiversity and
geological conservation interests, including through mitigation and
consideration of reasonable alternatives’ (para 5.3.7).
And
“The applicant should include appropriate mitigation measures as an integral
part of the proposed development”. (para 5.3.8)

5.2.21

Through all phases of the project’s development, from Strategic Options through
to the Order Limits consideration has been given to environmental constraints.
Opportunities to avoid designated sites of biodiversity and geological interest
have been considered and through the sensitive routeing of the Proposed
Development (see Chapter 3 of the ES ‘Alternatives and Design Evolution’ (DCO
Document 6.3. The further refinement of the project following consultation has
also meant that the Order limits are now at a greater distance from the closest
SAC than would have been the case if an alternative option (via Henllan) had
been selected.

5.2.22

Chapter 6 ‘Ecology and Biodiversity’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.6)
identifies statutory and non-statutory designated sites and other potential
receptors (habitats and species) and assesses their significance and identifies
mitigation measures.

5.2.23

No statutory designated sites (international or national) are affected by the
Proposed Development. Seven locally designated sites intersect with the
boundary of them Limits of Deviation. A total of 1.10ha of ancient woodland and
0.05ha of broad-leaved woodland would be lost, however with appropriate
mitigation by coppicing the effects would be of minor significance.

5.2.24

The Arboricultural Survey (DCO Document Ref 6.19) has identified the number
and types of trees which need to be removed. Careful routeing of the proposed
Development has minimised the requirements for tree removal however due to
the linear nature of the development and the technical considerations associated
with overhead lines (including safety requirements) it is not possible to avoid
impacts on trees.
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5.2.25

The ES includes survey information for habits and individual species (See DCO
Document Ref 6.19). Sensitive routeing has ensured that valuable habitats are
avoided and that potential effects on species have been minimised. Appropriate
mitigation measures have been defined and included within the CEMP (DCO
Document Ref 6.18) which is secured as a requirement within the draft DCO. No
significant effects have been identified.

5.2.26

Designated sites of geological interest have been identified in Chapter 10 of the
ES ‘Land use and Agriculture’ (DCO Document Ref 6.10). Sensitive routeing
has ensured that all such sites are avoided. No sites are directly or indirectly
affected and no effects are predicted.

5.2.27

It is therefore considered that through sensitive routeing (as demonstrated in
Chapter 3 ‘Alternatives and Design Evolution’ of the ES (DCO Document 6.3))
and the consideration of biodiversity and geological conservation (as
demonstrated in Chapters 6 ‘Ecology and Biodiversity’ (DCO Document ref 6.6)
and Chapter 10 ‘Land Use and agriculture (DO Document Ref 6.10) the
Proposed Development is consistent with the requirements of NPS EN-1 in
terms of Biodiversity and Geological Conservation.
Flood Risk

5.2.28

EN-1 notes that:
‘… all proposals for energy projects located in Flood Zones … B and C in
Wales should be accompanied by a Flood Risk Assessment …’ (para 5.7.4).

5.2.29

Para 5.7.5 sets out the minimum requirements for FRAs, to the risk of flooding to
the project;

5.2.30

The Proposed Development crosses five areas within Flood Zone C and a Flood
Consequence Assessment15 has been produced which meets the minimum
requirements as set out in para 5.7.5 and support of the application for a DCO
(DCO Document Ref 5.4).

5.2.31

EN-1 states that:
‘Preference should be given to locating projects in… Zone A in Wales. If
there is no reasonably available site … then projects can be located in Zone
B. If there is no reasonably available site in … Zones A & B then nationally
significant energy infrastructure projects can be located in Zone C subject to
the Exception Test. …’ (para 5.7.13)

5.2.32

The FCA has identified that that only two flood plains are of significant size along
the 132 kV Overhead Line route, the Afon Ystrad and the Afon Elwy. Within
these areas only one pole has to be situated within the recognised floodplain,
that of the Afon Elwy.

5.2.33

Given the linear nature of the required connection it is not possible to avoid
crossings of the watercourses and their associated floodplains.

15

NPS EN-1 refers to a Flood Risk Assessment. A Flood Consequences Assessment is a flood risk
assessment to meet the requirements of TAN 15 in Wales. A Flood Risk Assessment is the terminology
used in the NPPF which only applies to England.
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5.2.34

For the Proposed Development placing a single pole in the flood plain is a
necessity as the flood plain exceeds the distance that can be accommodated
between poles whilst maintaining sufficient clearance.

5.2.35

The pole in the Elwy floodplain (Flood Zone C) is not considered likely to give
rise to an increase in flood risk to third parties and mitigation measures included
within the CEMP (DCO Document Ref 6.18), secured through a requirement in
the draft DCO, would ensure that there would be no residual flood risk to the 132
kV Overhead Line.

5.2.36

It is therefore considered that the Flood Consequence Assessment (DCO
Document Ref 5.3 has demonstrated that the Proposed Development is
consistent with the requirements of NPS EN-1.
Historic Environment

5.2.37

EN-1 recognises that:
‘The construction, operation and decommissioning of energy infrastructure
has the potential to result in adverse impacts on the historic environment’.
(para 5.8.1)

5.2.38

Paragraph 5.8.8 requires applicants to provide a description of the significance
of the heritage assets affected by the proposal and the contribution of their
setting to that significance. It also advises applicants to include details
proportionate to the importance of the heritage assets.

5.2.39

A description of the significance of the heritage assets and their settings
potentially affected by the Proposed Development is presented in Chapter 8
‘Historic Environment’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.8).

5.2.40

EN-1 goes on:
‘The applicant should ensure that the extent of the impact of the proposed
development on the significance of any heritage assets affected can be
adequately understood from the application and supporting document’. (para
5.8.10).
‘In considering applications the IPC [Secretary of State] should seek to
identify and assess the particular significance of any heritage assets that
may be affected by the proposed development, including by development
affecting the setting of a heritage asset ….’ (para 5.8.11)
And
‘In considering the impact of a proposed development on any heritage
assets, the IPC [Secretary of State] should take into account the particular
nature of the significance of the heritage assets and the value that they hold
for this and future generations. This understanding should be used to avoid
or minimise conflict between conservation of that significance and proposals
for development’ (para 5.8.12)
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3.1.1

Chapter 8 of the ES provides an assessment of the potential effects of the
Proposed Development on the historic environment. The design process for the
Proposed Development has sought to avoid heritage assets, at all stages - from
the initial routeing study, which led to the identification of the Broad Route
Corridors, to the development of the Final Route Alignment. Throughout this
process, particular attention has been paid to designated assets, non-designated
registered assets and their settings, and also to other significant non-designated
assets.

5.2.41

The guiding principle that heritage assets constitute a finite and non-renewable
resource that must be preserved, unless there are convincing and overriding
reasons for their damage or destruction, is outlined in Chapter 8 ‘Historic
Environment’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.8) together with the response
adopted by the assessment to this guiding principle, preservation in-situ by
avoidance.

5.2.42

EN-1 paragraph 5.8.15 advises that any harmful effects on designated heritage
assets should be weighed against the public benefit of the development.

5.2.43

The ES identified that residual effects of the Proposed Development primarily
relate to indirect visual effects upon heritage assets and/or their settings, only
four of which are significant.

5.2.44

Through careful routeing it has been possible (see Chapter 8 ‘Historc
Environment’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.8)) to avoid and minimise
significant effects on assets and their settings. Although significant residual
effects remain for four assets potential effects on other assets and their settings
have been avoided or mitigated.
Landscape and Visual

5.2.45

EN-1 refers to guidance that should be referred to in undertaking a landscape
and visual assessment including GLVIA and landscape character assessments:
‘… The landscape and visual assessment should include reference to any
landscape character assessment and associated studies as a means of
assessing landscape impacts relevant to the proposed project. …’ (para
5.9.5)

5.2.46

The assessment has been carried out in accordance with the Third Edition of
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA3). Other
guidance is listed in Chapter 7 ‘Landscape and Visual’ of the ES (DCO
Document Ref 6.7) (Section 4 Methodology). Guidance used in the assessment
also included the Holford Rules, the Conwy and Denbighshire Landscape
Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment for Wind Energy Development, Final
Report, 2013 (Conwy County Borough Council and Denbighshire County
Council), and the Denbighshire Landscape Strategy, 2003 (Denbighshire County
Council).
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EN-1 recognises that:
‘… Virtually all nationally significant energy infrastructure projects will have
effects on the landscape. Projects need to be designed carefully, taking
account of the potential impact on the landscape. Having regard to siting,
operational and other relevant constraints the aim should be to minimise
harm to the landscape, providing reasonable mitigation where possible and
appropriate.’ (para 5.9.8).

5.2.48

Chapter 3 ‘Alternatives and Design Evolution’ (DCO Document Ref 6.3)
describes the development of the scheme and demonstrates that minimising
harm to the landscape and through sensitive routeing and design was a major
consideration during development of the scheme.

5.2.49

Through all phases of the project’s development, from Strategic Options through
to the identification of the final Order Limits consideration has been given to the
potential effects on the landscape. Potential effects on nationally designated
landscapes have been avoided and potential effects on locally designated
landscapes have been reduced. The selection of a double wood pole design for
the connection has also further reduced potential effects.

5.2.50

The ES has identified a number of areas for mitigation planting which would
further reduce the potential effects of the Proposed Development. These are
indicated on the Landscape Plans (DCO Document Ref 2.6) and are discussed
in Chapter 7 ‘Landscape and Visual’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.7). These
works fall within the Order Limits.

5.2.51

As well as reinstatement planting SP Manweb is committed to replacing trees
lost as a result of the Proposed Development on a 2 for 1 basis. Where it is not
possible to locate these trees within the Order Limits planting will be by
agreement with landowners. In these instance these works have not been
considered within the assessment and do not form part of the mitigation
proposed.

5.2.52

The Proposed Development is not within a nationally designated landscape.
Para 5.9.12 notes that for developments outside but close to nationally
designated areas, compromising the purposes of the designation should be
avoided.

5.2.53

An assessment of the effects on the landscape of Snowdonia National Park and
the Clwydian Range and Dee Valley AONB is presented in Chapter 7
‘Landscape and Visual’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.7). These designated
landscapes are at some distance from the Proposed Development and no
effects have been identified.

5.2.54

Para 5.9.14 goes on:
‘Outside nationally designated areas, there are local landscapes that may be
highly valued locally and protected by local designation. … ’
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5.2.55

The Proposed Development is not within any locally designated landscapes.
Four locally designated landscapes have been identified and included in the
assessment. These are the Y Berwyn Area of Outstanding Beauty (AOB), and
the Rhyd-y-Foel to Abergele, Elwy and Aled Valleys and Hiraethog Special
Landscape Areas. Chapter 7 ‘Landscape and Visual’ of the ES (DCO Document
Ref 6.7) sets out the assessment of both potential landscape and visual effects
and concludes that no significant effects for either are predicted.

5.2.56

Paras 5.9.21 to 5.9.23 advise applicants to include appropriate measures to
mitigate the landscape and visual effects of a project. Measures such as
amending the design, using appropriate materials and landscaping, including off
site measures such as filling gaps in existing tree and hedge lines, are all
encouraged.

5.2.57

Embedded mitigation, identified within the Environmental Statement includes
standard construction practices identified in the CEMP (DCO Document Ref
6.18) for avoiding and minimising environmental effects. This includes tree
protection and replacement of trees and hedgerows removed to facilitate
construction. Hedgerows would either be lifted and replanted in situ within 48
hours, or would be replanted as part of the reinstatement after construction
works were completed;

5.2.58

During the development of the scheme sensitive routeing and design has been a
key factor in lessening the likely effects of the Proposed Development.
Following the implementation of embedded mitigation measures no major
significant effects are predicted.

5.2.59

Location specific mitigation measures, which are designed to address any
moderate significant adverse effects remaining after embedded mitigation
measures, have also been incorporated into the scheme. These measures
include additional hedgerow planting and planting / replanting of trees in
locations where likely significant landscape and visual effects have been
identified through the assessment process. These locations are within the Order
Limits in areas identified on the Landscape Plans (DCO Document Ref 2.6).

5.2.60

These specific mitigation measures for moderate significant landscape and
visual effects have further reduced the residual effects but not further reduced
the significance.

5.2.61

On balance it is considered that, through careful routeing and design, the
Proposed Development has taken into account the potential impact on the
landscape, minimising potential effects and identifying reasonable mitigation
measures thereby being consistent with the requirements of NPS EN-1).
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Land use including open space, green infrastructure & Green Belt
5.2.62

EN-1 states that
‘The ES …. should identify existing and proposed13216 land uses near the
project, any effects of replacing an existing development or use of the site
with the proposed project or preventing a development or use on a
neighbouring site from continuing. Applicants should also assess any effects
of precluding a new development or use proposed in the development plan’.
(para 10.5.5)

5.2.63

Chapter 10 ‘Land Use and Agriculture’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.10) has
identified existing and proposed land uses within the Order Limits and the wider
area. Existing land uses relate to agricultural activities and will not be prevented
by the Proposed Development, although a small area associated with the
footprints of the wood poles and any stays would be removed from agricultural
use. Development plan allocations relate only to mineral resources and are
discussed below.

5.2.64

The Proposed Development does not involve the use of any open space open
space, sports or recreational buildings and land (Para 10.5.6)

5.2.65

EN-1 states, in para 5.10.8, that that:
‘Applicants should seek to minimise impacts on the best and most versatile
agricultural land’

5.2.66

The Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) within the Order Limits is described in
Chapter 10 of the ES (Land Use and Agriculture (DCO Document Ref 6.10)).

5.2.67

Provisional reclassification by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (DEFRA) to-date has removed sub-classifications within Grade 3,
considering Grades 1 and 2 as ‘Best and Most Versatile’ (BMV) land. There is
no BMV land within the Order Limits.

5.2.68

EN-1 goes on:
‘Applicants should safeguard any mineral resources on the proposed site as
far as possible,…’ (para 5.10.9) and
‘Where a proposed development has an impact upon a Mineral
Safeguarding Area… the IPC should ensure that appropriate mitigation
measures have been put in place to safeguard mineral resources.’ (para
5.10.22)

5.2.69

16

Due to the linear nature of the Proposed Development and the extent and
location of mineral resources, identified as allocation in the local development
plans, it has not been possible to avoid all identified safeguarding areas.
However, if plans to exploit the mineral resource are brought forward then
typically the extraction can accommodate existing overhead transmission.

Footnote from EN-1 ‘For example, where a planning application has been submitted’.
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5.2.70

In addition the magnitude of effect on mineral resources is related to the footprint
(land area) required for the Proposed Development. This would be very small
comprising a narrow corridor mirroring the pole locations and the conductors.
The proportion of the resource directly affected would therefore be extremely
low.

5.2.71

Para 10.24 states that:
‘Rights of way, National Trails and other rights of access to land are
important recreational facilities for example for walkers, cyclists and horse
riders. The IPC [Secretary of State] should expect applicants to take
appropriate mitigation measures to address adverse effects on … National
Trails and other rights of way’.

5.2.72

A network of public footpaths crosses the landscape however there is the
Clwydian Way Regional Trail and the North Wales Pilgrim’s Way long distance
footpath. There are no National trails or cycle routes.

5.2.73

No permanent closures of Public Rights of Way (PRoW) are required as part of
the Proposed Development and none are sought under the DCO.

5.2.74

All points where PRoWs cross the Proposed Development would be managed.
As described in the Design and Construction Report (DCO Document Ref 7.1) if
temporary closures or diversions are required SP Manweb would endeavour to
ensure durations are minimised as far as possible and PRoWs would be
reopened at the earliest opportunity if no longer affected by the construction
activities.

5.2.75

As the Clywdian Way and the North Wales Pilgrims Way are oversailed by the
Proposed Development visual effects would be significant however these effects
are localised.

5.2.76

The Proposed Development crosses agricultural land, none of which has been
identified as BMV. Due to the nature of the proposals the amount of land
removed from this use will be small. There are potential effects on land
allocated for mineral safeguarding however, due to their geographical location
and extent avoidance of these areas is not possible. Small areas would
potentially be sterilised by the Proposed Development. For PRoWs mitigation
measures have been proposed for construction and permanent visual effects
would be localised. On balance it is therefore considered that, given the linearity
and nature of the development, (17km of 132 kV overhead line on double wood
poles) the Proposed Development is consistent with the requirements of this
section of the NPS EN-1).
Noise and Vibration

5.2.77

EN-1 recognises that noise can have adverse impacts and where noise impacts
are likely to arise a noise assessment should be included. It does however
recognise that the nature and extent of the noise assessment should be
proportionate to the likely noise impact (para 5.11.4).
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5.2.78

Chapter 13 of the ES ‘Emissions’ (DCO Document Ref 6.13) provides an
assessment of construction noise and vibration impacts during the construction
phase and also decommissioning of the Proposed Development. Short term
effects on noise sensitive premises are considered and measures included
within the CEMP (DCO Document Ref 6.18) (and secured via a requirement in
the draft DCO) to attenuate those effects. Significant adverse effects have
therefore been avoided.

5.2.79

A brief consideration of operational noise is provided as it is recognised that
overhead lines can occasionally create some noise but this is typically at a low
level and generally only in specific weather conditions, i.e. it is not continuous.
Noise levels at receptors would be extremely low and would lie below typical
background noise levels and consequently be inaudible.

5.2.80

Para 5.11.5 states that: ‘The noise impact of ancillary activities associated with
the development, such as increased road and rail traffic movements, or other
forms of transportation, should also be considered.’ Potential increases in road
traffic movements have been considered in Chapter 12 ‘Traffic and Transport’
(DCO Document Ref 6.12) and assessed as not significant. Given the identified
in traffic levels for the construction phase, no significant noise effects arising
from this source are anticipated. Increases in traffic levels during operation will
be negligible.

5.2.81

Mitigation measures incorporated within the CEMP (secured via a requirement in
the draft DCO), mean that the assessment in Chapter 13 ‘Emissions’ of the ES
(DCO Document Ref 6.13) has identified only a small number of receptors which
would experience residual significant effects. These effects would occur only for
limited periods within the overall construction programme and would be
localised.
Socio Economic

5.2.82

Para 5.12.2 states that:
‘Where the project is likely to have socio-economic impacts at local or
regional levels, the applicant should undertake and include in their
application an assessment of these impacts as part of the ES… ‘.

5.2.83

Chapter 11 of the ES ‘Socio-Economics and Tourism’ (DCO Document Ref 6.11)
demonstrates that, due to the construction programme, the likely job creation
and the nature of the Proposed Development, it would not lead to any significant
adverse socio-economic labour market effects or significant adverse effects on
the overall tourism economy or tourism related receptors.

5.2.84

The assessment has considered all relevant socio economic impacts including
job creation, local services and tourism as required by para 5.12.3.

5.2.85

As required by para 5.12.4: the existing socio-economic conditions in the areas
surrounding the Proposed Development have been described together with the
local planning policies and economic development strategies (see Chapter 11 of
the ES ‘Socio-Economics and Tourism’ (DCO Document Ref 6.11)).
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The NPS recognises (para 5.12.5) that socio-economic impacts may be linked to
other impacts, for example visual impacts can lead to impacts on tourism and
local businesses. The Socio-economic assessment has cross referenced other
assessments contained within the ES and is supported by applying best practice
principles and a review of relevant comparative research.
Traffic and Transport

5.2.87

Para 5.13.3 states that:
‘If a project is likely to have significant transport implications, the applicant's
ES … should include a transport assessment, using the NATA/WebTag13917
methodology stipulated in Department of Transport guidance14018 or any
successor to such methodology….’

5.2.88

A full transport assessment has not been completed because it is not predicted
that the development would give rise to likely significant effects. Chapter 12 of
the ES ‘Traffic and Transport’ (DCO Document Ref 6.12) includes an
assessment of the existing status of the highway network and potential impacts
of the Proposed Development on the highway network.

5.2.89

As the flows are considered low the use of WeITag has not been taken forward
as the proposal does not change long term the layout of the road network or
flows in the area. The alternative for planning developments has been used as
set out in Chapter 12.

5.2.90

Section 12.4 of Chapter 12 sets out the assessment methodology with reference
to the guidance in TAN 18. Appendices D and E have been used along with the
Department for Transport’s publication entitled “Guidance on Transport
Assessment” (GTA) dated March 2007 which sets out the criteria for assessing
new development.

5.2.91

EN-1 recognises that:
‘A new energy NSIP may give rise to substantial impacts on the surrounding
transport infrastructure and the IPC [Secretary of State] should therefore
ensure that the applicant has sought to mitigate these impacts, including
during the construction phase of the development.’ (para 5.13.6).

5.2.92

17

The Proposed Development does not lead to likely significant effects. Impacts
would be short term and mitigated through the measures set out in the CEMP
(secured by a requirement in the draft DCO).

Footnote from the NPS ‘WelTag in Wales’.

18

Footnote from the NPS ‘Guidance on transport assessments is at
http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/regional/transportassessments/guidanceonta and (for Wales) at:
http://wales.gov.uk/topics/transport/publications/weltag/?lang=en
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Waste Management
5.2.93

EN-1 para 5.4.14 recognises that:
‘All large infrastructure projects are likely to generate hazardous and
non-hazardous waste’.

5.2.94

The Proposed Development would not generate any hazardous waste.

5.2.95

Measures for the control of waste are set out in the CEMP (DCO Document Ref
6.18) and secured by a requirement in the draft DCO. This includes a
requirement for the production of a Site Waste Management Plan.

5.2.96

No effects are predicted.
Water Quality and Resources

5.2.97

EN-1 para 5.15.2 states that:
‘Where the project is likely to have effects on the water environment, the
applicant should undertake an assessment of the existing status of, and
impacts of the proposed project on, water quality, water resources and
physical characteristics of the water environment as part of the ES or
equivalent’.

5.2.98

Para 5.15.3 goes on
‘The ES should in particular describe:

5.2.99



the existing quality of waters affected by the proposed project and the
impacts of the proposed project on water quality, noting any relevant
existing discharges, proposed new discharges and proposed changes to
discharges;



existing water resources19 affected by the proposed project and the
impacts of the proposed project on water resources, noting any relevant
existing abstraction rates, proposed new abstraction rates and proposed
changes to abstraction rates (including any impact on or use of mains
supplies and reference to Catchment Abstraction Management
Strategies);



existing physical characteristics of the water environment (including
quantity and dynamics of flow) affected by the proposed project and any
impact of physical modifications to these characteristics; and



any impacts of the proposed project on water bodies or protected areas
under the Water Framework Directive and source protection zones
(SPZs) around potable groundwater abstractions’.

An assessment of the existing water quality is provided in Chapter 9 of the ES
(DCO Document Ref 6.9). There are no discharges or abstractions and no
proposed changes to the physical characteristics of watercourses. No source
protection zones are affected by the Proposed Development

19

Footnote from EN-1 See EA document Water resources strategy for England and Wales: water for people
and the environment (2009).
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5.2.100 The assessment has concluded that all identified effects on water quality,
resources and flood risk have a negligible significance after the embedded and
the standard mitigation documented in the Design and Construction Report
(DCO Document Ref 7.1) and the CEMP (DCO Document Ref 6.17) (secured by
a requirement in the draft DCO) is applied. It is therefore considered that the
Proposed Development complies with the requirements set out in the NPS.
National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks Infrastructure (EN-5)
July 2011
5.2.101 NPS EN-5 provides specific guidance relevant to ‘electricity networks
infrastructure’ NSIPs.
5.2.102 It notes that:
‘This National Policy Statement (NPS) taken together with the Overarching
National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1), provides the primary basis for
decisions taken by the Infrastructure Planning Commission (IPC) [Secretary
of State] on applications it receives for electricity networks infrastructure.
…’(para 1.2.1).
5.2.103 Part 2 ‘Assessment and Technology-Specific Information’ provides guidance,
under a number of headings, as to what should be considered.
Factors Influencing Site Selection by Applicants
5.2.104 The NPS notes that the general location of electricity network projects is often
determined by the location, or anticipated location, of a particular generating
station in relation to the existing network infrastructure (para 2.2.2).
5.2.105 The Proposed Development is required to meet the connection agreements
between SP Manweb and four consented wind farms. The evolution of the
Proposed Development and consideration of strategic options has taken into
account the location of the generation and potential locations for the connection
to the existing network.
General Assessment Principles for Electricity Networks
5.2.106 The NPS deals with the circumstances in which it is considered appropriate to
consider a networks application separately from related proposals which may
include proposed generating stations (para 2.3.3). These include where the
project is wholly or substantially supported by connection agreements or
contractual arrangements to provide the connection.
5.2.107 As noted above, Chapter 2 of the ES ‘Description of the Proposed Development’
(DCO Document Ref 6.2) recognises that the Proposed Development is required
to meet the connection agreements between SP Manweb and four consented
wind farms.
5.2.108 Para 2.3.5 notes that:
“The IPC [Secretary of State] should take into account that …. Distribution
Network Operators (DNOs) are required under section 9 of the Electricity Act
1989 to bring forward efficient and economical proposals in terms of network
design, taking into account current and reasonably efficient future generation
demand”.
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Climate Change Adaptation
5.2.109 EN-5 notes that Section 4.8 of EN-1 sets out the generic considerations that
applicants and the IPC [Secretary of State] should take into account to help
ensure that electricity networks infrastructure is resilient to climate change.
5.2.110 As noted above SP Manweb designs and constructs its infrastructure in
accordance with current best practice and guidance. Chapter 9 ’Flood Risk and
Water Resources’ (DCO Document Ref 6.9) has considered the potential flood
risks associated with the Proposed Development and concluded that it is unlikely
to give rise to an increase in flood risk to third parties and mitigation measures
would ensure that there would be no residual flood risk to the 132 kV Overhead
Line.
Consideration of Good Design
5.2.111 Section 2.5 of EN-5 states that Section 4.5 of EN-1 sets out the principles for
good design that should be applied to all energy infrastructure. It goes on (para
2.5.2) that proposals for electricity networks infrastructure should demonstrate
good design in their approach to mitigating potential adverse impacts.
5.2.112 Through all phases of the project’s development, from Strategic Options through
to the defining of the Order Limits consideration has been given to potential
adverse effects, resulting in the design which is the subject of the application for
a DCO (see Chapter 3 of the ES ‘Alternatives and Design Evolution, DCO
Document Ref 6.3) and Section 3 of this Report. .
Impacts of Electricity Networks
5.2.113 NPS EN-5 (para 2.6.1) goes on to set out additional technology specific
considerations on a number of generic impacts considered in EN-1. These are:


Biodiversity and geological conservation;



Landscape and visual; and



Noise and vibration.

5.2.114 EN-5 also sets out technology-specific considerations for the impact of EMFs,
which is not an impact considered in EN-1.
Biodiversity and Geological Conservation
5.2.115 Para 2.7.1 acknowledges that generic biodiversity effects are covered in Section
5.3 of EN-1 and then goes on to identify that
‘… large birds such as swans and geese may collide with overhead lines
associated with power infrastructure, particularly in poor visibility. Large
birds in particular may also be electrocuted when landing or taking off by
completing an electric circuit between live and ground wires. Even perching
birds can be killed as soon as their wings touch energised parts.’
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5.2.116 It goes on:
‘The applicant will need to consider whether the proposed line will cause
such problems at any point along its length and take this into consideration
in the preparation of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and ES… .
Particular consideration should be given to feeding and hunting grounds,
migration corridors and breeding grounds.’ (para 2.7.2).
5.2.117 It is acknowledged that certain bird species, including geese and swans, are at a
greater risk of collision with overhead lines than other species. Bird surveys
have been undertaken (and a review of European Protected Sites) to identify
internationally important bird populations that could be at risk. Consideration has
been given to feeding and breeding areas and migration routes. Assemblages of
breeding and migratory birds have been considered with reference to SPAs
within 70km. Potential impacts on feeding, migratory and breeding birds have
also been considered (see Appendix 6.5 of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.19)
and the ‘No Significant Effects Report’ (NSER) (DCO Document Ref 5.7).
5.2.118 No populations of large birds, such as swans and geese, which could potentially
be affected by the Proposed Development, have been identified. The NSER has
concluded that the Proposed Development and the Wider Scheme would not
have an effect during the construction, operation or decommissioning phases
upon the qualifying features of SPAs designated for these species.
Landscape and Visual
5.2.119 EN-5 recognises that Generic landscape and visual effects are covered in
Section 5.9 of EN-1but that there are specific considerations which apply to
electricity networks infrastructure
5.2.120 In the opening introduction to this section in paragraph 2.8.2, it is noted that the
placing of overhead lines is generally not incompatible with developers’ statutory
duty under section 9 of the 1989 Act.
5.2.121 Para 2.8.2 of EN-5 states that
‘…new above ground electricity lines, whether supported by lattice steel
towers/pylons or wooden poles, can give rise to adverse landscape and
visual impacts, dependent upon their scale, siting, degree of screening and
the nature of the landscape and local environment through which they are
routed. For the most part these impacts can be mitigated, however at
particularly sensitive locations the potential adverse landscape and visual
impacts of an overhead line proposal may make it unacceptable in planning
terms, taking account of the specific local environment and context.’
5.2.122 It goes on:
‘Cumulative landscape and visual impacts can arise where new overhead
lines are required along with other related developments such as
substations, wind farms and/or other new sources of power generation.’
5.2.123 Para 2.8.4 sets out:
‘… wherever the nature or proposed route of an overhead line proposal
makes it likely that its visual impact will be particularly significant, the
applicant should have given appropriate consideration to the potential costs
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and benefits of other feasible means of connection or reinforcement …
including undergrounding … .’
5.2.124 Section 2.8 sets out Government policy on undergrounding in the context of the
landscape and visual effects of electricity network infrastructure. It is pertinent to
remember that policy for electricity networks infrastructure contains no
requirement in principle for undergrounding. This is demonstrated by reference
to the following paragraphs of NPS EN-5:
‘Government does not believe that the development of overhead lines is
generally incompatible with developers‟ statutory duty under section 9 of the
Electricity Act to have regard to amenity and to mitigate impacts.’ (para
2.8.2) and
’…wherever the nature or proposed route of an overhead line proposal
makes it likely that its visual impact will be particularly significant, the
applicant should have given appropriate consideration to the potential costs
and benefits of other feasible means of connection or reinforcement,
including underground …”. However, the applicant is not required to provide
undergrounding, only to include it as part of considering other reasonable
options’. (para 2.8.4)
5.2.125 Undergrounding is specifically addressed at paragraphs 2.8.8 and 2.8.9 of NPS
EN-5. Paragraph 2.8.8 states:
‘Paragraph 3.7.10 of EN-1 sets out the need for new electricity lines of
132kV and above, including overhead lines. Although Government expects
that fulfilling this need through the development of overhead lines will often
be appropriate, it recognises that there will be cases where this is not so.
Where there are serious concerns about the potential adverse landscape
and visual effects of a proposed overhead line, the IPC will have to balance
these against other relevant factors, including the need for the proposed
infrastructure, the availability and cost of alternative sites and routes and
methods of installation (including undergrounding).’
5.2.126 Paragraph 2.8.9 states:
‘The impacts and costs of both overhead and underground options vary
considerably between individual projects (both in absolute and relative
terms). Therefore, each project should be assessed individually on the basis
of its specific circumstances and taking account of the fact that Government
has not laid down any general rule about when an overhead line should be
considered unacceptable. The IPC should, however only refuse consent for
overhead line proposals in favour of an underground or sub-sea line if it is
satisfied that the benefits from the non-overhead line alternative will clearly
outweigh any extra economic, social and environmental impacts and the
technical difficulties are surmountable. In this context it should consider:


the landscape in which the proposed line will be set, (in particular, the
impact on residential areas, and those of natural beauty or historic
importance such as National Parks, AONBs and the Broads);



the additional cost of any undergrounding or sub-sea cabling (which
experience shows is generally significantly more expensive than
overhead lines, but varies considerably from project to project
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depending on a range of factors, including whether the line is buried
directly in open agricultural land or whether more complex tunnelling
and civil engineering through conurbations and major cities is
required. Repair impacts are also significantly higher than for
overhead lines as are the costs associated with any uprating); and


the environmental and archaeological consequences (undergrounding
a 400kV line may mean disturbing a swathe of ground up to 40 metres
across, which can disturb sensitive habitats, have an impact on soils
and geology, and damage heritage assets, in many cases more than
an overhead line would).’

5.2.127 These paragraphs provide the planning basis to the consideration of
undergrounding. In short: the “serious concern”‟ identified in paragraph 2.8.8 is
the starting point for any consideration of whether undergrounding is appropriate;
and paragraph 2.8.9 provides direction for the key matters to be considered in
concluding whether the benefits of an underground cable would outweigh the
dis-benefits.
5.2.128 In Appendix 1 to this Report (DCO Document Ref 7.5) “serious concern” has
been equated to “major adverse effect”. This reflects the approach set out in the
NPS.
5.2.129 NPS EN-1 and NPS EN-5 both provide the policy context for electricity networks
infrastructure NSIPs, and both NPSs recognise that harm may occur from these
NSIPs. Government expects that overhead lines will “often be appropriate” and
that consent should “only” be refused in the event that the benefits of
undergrounding are significant enough to outweigh the impacts.
5.2.130 It cannot be the intention of the NPS to expect undergrounding as standard for
electricity networks infrastructure that are NSIPs. There is no presumption that
electricity distribution will be placed underground. It is only where a “serious
concern”‟ is identified that undergrounding should be considered. This level of
concern must be over and above that which is recognised as likely to occur as a
result of the development being a NSIP. Paragraph 2.8.4 describes a level of
“particularly significant” as requiring additional consideration, but not necessarily
resolution through undergrounding.
5.2.131 This approach is corroborated by the Inspector‟s conclusions of the Legacy
Substation (DECC reference: 12.04.09.05/205C, PINS reference: 515606, dated
21 January 2013 Paragraph 267 states “Furthermore, EN-5, which provides
important guidance, sets a high threshold for refusing overhead lines in favour of
undergrounding.” This position is adopted by the Secretary of State; in his letter
he explicitly accepts “the Inspectors‟ conclusions and recommendations as set
out in paragraphs 210 to 273 of the report.”
5.2.132 Paragraph 2.8.8 of EN-5 then goes on to say that:
‘Where there are serious concerns about the potential adverse landscape
and visual effects of a proposed overhead line, the [Secretary of State] will
have to balance these against other relevant factors, including the need for
the proposed infrastructure, the availability and cost of alternative sites and
routes and methods of installation (including undergrounding)’.
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5.2.133 Government policy on undergrounding is continued in paragraph 2.8.9 which
states:
‘The impacts and costs of both overhead and underground options vary
considerably between individual projects (both in absolute and relative
terms). Therefore, each project should be assessed individually on the basis
of its specific circumstances and taking account of the fact that Government
has not laid down any general rule about when an overhead line should be
considered unacceptable. The [Secretary of State] should, however only
refuse consent for overhead line proposals in favour of an underground or
sub-sea line if it is satisfied that the benefits from the non-overhead line
alternative will clearly outweigh any extra economic, social and
environmental impacts and the technical difficulties are surmountable. In this
context it should consider:


the landscape in which the proposed line will be set, (in particular, the
impact on residential areas, and those of natural beauty or historic
importance such as National Parks, AONBs and the Broads);



the additional cost of any undergrounding or sub-sea cabling (which
experience shows is generally significantly more expensive than
overhead lines, but varies considerably from project to project
depending on a range of factors, including whether the line is buried
directly in open agricultural land or whether more complex tunnelling
and civil engineering through conurbations and major cities is
required. Repair impacts are also significantly higher than for
overhead lines as are the costs associated with any later uprating.);
and



the environmental and archaeological consequences (undergrounding
a 400kV line may mean disturbing a swathe of ground up to 40 metres
across, which can disturb sensitive habitats, have an impact on soils
and geology, and damage heritage assets, in many cases more than
an overhead line would)’.

5.2.134 SP Manweb has evaluated the Proposed Development against EN-5 (see
Appendix 1 to this Report (DCO Document Ref 7.5) and the conclusions are
summarised below.
5.2.135 A number of significant moderate landscape and visual effects, including
cumulative landscape effects, have emerged from the EIA process (see Chapter
7 ‘Landscape and Visual’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.7). The level of
significance of these effects does not however give rise to the serious concerns
required by EN-5. As such, SP Manweb has not seen a need to assess the
areas where these effects arise further against the considerations referred to in
EN-5.
5.2.136 In undertaking the above assessment, regard has also been had to concerns
raised in consultation feedback regarding visual amenity effects to existing
views.
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5.2.137 There are potentially moderate-major visual cumulative effects in the area where
the 132 kV Overhead Line crosses the ridge at Tir Mostyn. These would
however primarily be due to the additional visual impacts of the wind farms and
single wind turbines being located in close proximity to the 132 kV Overhead
Line rather than the 132 kV Overhead Line itself, which would be viewed as a
subsidiary structure. Undergrounding in this area is therefore unlikely to reduce
the moderate-major visual effects.
5.2.138 SP Manweb in seeking to ensure its approach to EN-5 in respect of
undergrounding is robust has, whilst recognising that these borderline moderatemajor effects are not identified as serious concerns, proceeded to assess this
area against the assessment tests set out in EN-5.
5.2.139 In doing so, SP Manweb has first noted the need for the Proposed Development.
It has then considered the availability and costs of alternatives. Reference is
made to related work presented to support its application which concluded there
are no better alternative in terms of network design, routeing or methods of
installation. In particular, SP Manweb has considered a wholly underground
design and considers this cannot be justified given Government policy accepts
the need for overhead lines and the relatively higher costs of such a scheme in
this case.
5.2.140 SP Manweb has considered the costs of placing a section of the 132kV
Overhead Line at Tir Mostyn area underground, however, finds that the reason
for undergrounding in this area is outweighed heavily by the increased net
lifetime costs of an overhead line of a further £1.7M, and as such does not see
that the underground option is justified in this case. Regard has been given to
the consultation responses received as part of this assessment.
5.2.141 SP Manweb has further had regard to the other impacts referred to in EN-5 that
may emerge as part of undergrounding, however, it is satisfied that the
underground route would not benefit either the area as it is not a designated
landscape or residential visual amenity.
Other economic, social and
environmental impacts of undergrounding have been considered as well as any
technical difficulties, but these are not reasons that counter against
undergrounding.
5.2.142 In summary, SP Manweb regards the above assessment as a reasonable
approach to the matter of considering undergrounding options, addressing and
testing consultation responses and to assist the consideration of the project as a
whole.
Noise and Vibration
5.2.143 With respect to noise and vibration (Section 2.9) the NPS states that:
‘…. there are specific considerations which apply to electricity networks
infrastructure … .’ (para 2.9.1) and
‘All high voltage transmission lines have the potential to generate noise
under certain conditions.’ (para 2.9.2).
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5.2.144 As noted above Chapter 13 ‘Emissions’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.13)
includes an assessment of noise and vibration. Short term effects on noise
sensitive premises are considered and measures included within the CEMP
(DCO Document Ref 6.18) (secured by a requirement in the draft DCO) to
attenuate those effects. Significant adverse effects have therefore been
mitigated.
5.2.145 The assessment has identified only a small number of receptors which would
experience significant effects, and residual effects have been reduced by
mitigation measures incorporated within the CEMP (secured via a requirement in
the draft DCO), it is therefore considered that the Proposed Development is
consistent with the requirements of EN-5.
Electric and Magnetic Fields (EMFs)
5.2.146 With respect to EMFs the NPS (Section 2.10) notes that the ICNIRP has
developed health protection guidelines20 for both public and occupational
exposure (para 2.10.3), and that;
‘Undergrounding of a line would reduce the level of EMFs experienced, but
high magnetic field levels may still occur immediately above the cable.’ and
that
‘It is not the Government’s policy that power lines should be
undergrounded solely for the purpose of reducing exposure to EMFs.’ (para
2.10.12).
5.2.147 Chapter 16 of the ES ‘Electric and Magnetic Fields’ (DCO Document Ref 6.14)
provides an appraisal of potential effects associated with EMFs, in accordance
with current standards..
5.2.148 The Proposed Development has been demonstrated to comply with the current
public exposure guidelines as detailed in NPS (EN-5). If these requirements are
met NPS (EN-5) states that ‘EMF effects are minimal.’

5.3

Welsh National Planning Advice and Policies

5.3.1

Whilst the above NPSs are the overriding policies against which the proposals
will primarily be considered, regard has also been had to Welsh Government
policy as a relevant matter.

5.3.2

As already introduced and referenced in full earlier in this chapter this includes:


Planning (Wales) Bill;



Wales Spatial Plan; and



Planning Policy Wales

20

International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection : Guidelines for limiting exposure to time
varying electric, magnetic and electromagnetic fields : 1998
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Key Themes of Welsh National Planning Policy
5.3.3

5.3.4

The key themes of the above documents of relevance to the Proposed
Development are:


requirement to achieve a significant reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions and low carbon economy;



focus on new renewable energy infrastructure (generation);



need for new renewable energy infrastructure (distribution); and



promotion of environmental balance and undergrounding.

These key themes are discussed separately below.
The Requirement to Achieve a Significant Reduction in Greenhouse Gas
Emissions and Low Carbon Economy

5.3.5

Para 12.2 of the Wales Spatial Plan states:
‘Climate change is an urgent and compelling issue which will have a
fundamental impact on our communities and working environments, our way
of life, and our health and wellbeing. We must act now to protect our
communities from the unavoidable consequences.’

5.3.6

Section 1.4.4 of PPW (The context for planning in Wales) affirms the important
role that the planning system will play in tackling climate change and reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. At Para 4.5.2, the Welsh Government commits to
achieving at least a 40% reduction in all greenhouse gas emissions in Wales by
2020 against a 1990 baseline.
The Focus on New Renewable Energy Infrastructure (Generation) and
Recognition of the Strategic Search Areas

5.3.7

Chapters 15 - 20 of the Wales Spatial Plan comprise a series of area strategies
for different regions of Wales. The Proposed Development lies within the North
East Wales Spatial Plan Area, which is addressed in Chapter 16. According to
Para 16.56, “North East Wales must play its part in mitigating and adapting to
the impacts of climate change” whilst Para 16.39 notes that ‘adaptation to
climate change will be crucial for the tourism industry.’

5.3.8

Para 4.4.3 of PPW sets out a series of 19 sustainability objectives. At the third
bullet it states that planning policies, decisions and proposals should:
‘Support the need to tackle the causes of climate change by moving towards
a low carbon economy. This includes facilitating development that reduces
emissions of greenhouse gases in a sustainable manner, provides for
renewable and low carbon energy sources at all scales and facilitates low
and zero carbon developments.’
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Section 12.8 of PPW sets out specific provisions for renewable and low carbon
energy. Para 12.8.5 requires that:
‘Local planning authorities, particularly those containing Strategic Search
Areas (SSAs), should take the Welsh Government’s imperative for
renewable energy into account when they are consulted on applications for
large scale onshore wind power projects considered by the National
Infrastructure Directorate within the Planning Inspectorate.’

5.3.10

Para 12.8.13 of PPW confirms the SSA are ‘areas in Wales which, on the basis
of substantial empirical research, are considered to be the most appropriate
locations for large scale wind farm development.’
The Need for New Renewable Energy Infrastructure (Distribution)

5.3.11

Para 4.4.3 of PPW sets out a series of 19 sustainability objectives. At the sixth
bullet it states that planning policies, decisions and proposals should:
‘Play an appropriate role in securing the provision of infrastructure to form
the physical basis for sustainable communities (including water supplies,
sewerage and associated waste water treatment facilities, waste
management facilities, energy supplies and distribution networks and
telecommunications), while ensuring proper assessment of their
sustainability impacts.’

5.3.12

Chapter 12 of PPW addresses infrastructure and services. The opening
paragraph recognises that ‘adequate and efficient infrastructure … is crucial for
the economic, social and environmental sustainability of all parts of Wales. It
underpins economic competitiveness and opportunities for households and
businesses to achieve more socially and environmentally desirable ways of living
and working.’

5.3.13

Para 12.1.4 of PPW presents the objectives to be achieved, which include
(fourth bullet) ‘to promote the generation and use of energy from renewable and
low carbon energy sources at all scales ...’ Para 12.1.7 requires local authorities
to ‘develop a strategic and long-term approach to infrastructure provision’
considering both the ‘siting requirements of the utility companies … and the
environmental effects of such additional uses.’

5.3.14

In relation to planning for renewable energy development and associated ‘grid’
infrastructure at a local level, Para 12.8.14 of PPW states that:
‘An integrated approach should be adopted towards planning renewable and
low carbon energy developments and additional electricity grid network
infrastructure. Additional electricity grid network infrastructure will be needed
to support the SSAs and local planning authorities should facilitate grid
developments when appropriate proposals come forward whether or not the
wind farms are to be connected are located within their authorities.’
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The Promotion of Environmental Balance and Undergrounding
5.3.15

Para 4.4.3 of PPW sets out a series of 19 sustainability objectives. At the
seventh bullet it states that planning policies, decisions and proposals should:
‘Contribute to the protection and improvement of the environment, so as to
improve the quality of life, and protect local and global ecosystems. In
particular, planning should seek to ensure that development does not
produce irreversible harmful effects on the natural environment...’
Consistency of the Proposed Development with Welsh National Planning
Advice and Policy

5.3.16

The Welsh Government has a statutory duty in relation to sustainable
development. Welsh energy policy recognises the potential threats that
uncontained climate change poses to local communities. It acknowledges the
urgent need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and that the development of
Wales’s abundant renewable energy resources is one of the principal ways in
which this can be achieved. Notably, there are commitments to maximise
energy generation from renewable and low carbon sources, and to allow large
renewable energy projects to come forward. Onshore wind is identified as one
of the principal renewable energy technologies that must be deployed to this
end. New distribution lines are also recognised as necessary to provide
additional capacity to the grid.

5.3.17

The Welsh Government is committed to achieving at least a 40% reduction in all
greenhouse gas emissions in Wales by 2020, against a 1990 baseline. In
addition to this, Wales is also expected to make a contribution to the UK’s 15%
renewables target to 2015. Further, Wales has a 7TWh per annum renewable
electricity target by 2020 and overall ambition of 60% carbon savings by 2050.
This is expected to be substantially provided by onshore wind power in the short
to medium term. The Wind Farms will make a significant contribution to the
challenging targets mentioned above.

5.3.18

The documents also recognise that additional distribution infrastructure will be
required to convey the energy generated to the homes and businesses where it
is to be used. The lack of grid network capacity in North Wales is particularly
identified. Distribution is expected to be provided by a standard three wire
system on wooden poles or by undergrounded line.

5.3.19

There is, importantly, no overarching requirement for undergrounding. It is
required only where there is an identified need for it and where the
environmental benefit outweighs the substantial additional cost. The Appraisal
of the North Wales Wind Farms Connection Project against National Policy
Statement for Electricity Networks Infrastructure (NPS EN-5) In relation to
undergrounding Appendix 1 to this Report (DCO Document Ref 7.5) considers
whether undergrounding would be justified as an element of the Proposed
Development. This paper concludes that undergrounding of the Proposed
Development is not justified.
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5.3.20

PPW makes clear the commitment made by the Welsh Government to contribute
positively to the UK’s energy supply, including that gained from renewable
sources. In addition, PPW recognises vital role that energy distribution
infrastructure has in ensuring the delivery of that energy supply, particularly as
required to support the SSAs noting that ‘local planning authorities should
facilitate grid developments when appropriate proposals come forward.’ (para
12.8.14).

5.3.21

SP Manweb has made a commitment to the developers of the four Wind Farms
to connect the Collector Substation. The electricity would be conveyed to St
Asaph Substation, from where it can be effectively and economically distributed.

5.3.22

The Proposed Development would have no direct impact on generation of the
energy mix aspired to in Government energy policy. However, it is crucial to
enabling a key element of that energy mix, the supply of renewable energy, to be
provided.

5.3.23

In providing a connection to enable the renewable energy generated by the Wind
Farms to be delivered, the Proposed Development would contribute to the UK
achieving a low carbon economy and the targets set for significant reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions.

5.3.24

The ES (DCO Document Refs 6.1 – 6.28), demonstrates that the route and
design of the Proposed Development is appropriate, and that it enables the
connection to be made in an efficient, co-ordinated and economical manner that
is in compliance with SP Manweb's statutory environmental duties.

5.3.25

The ES recognises that there is a balance to be made between environmental
protection and delivery of key piece of infrastructure necessary to deliver the
objectives of national policy. The Proposed Development has been subjected to
comprehensive and iterative assessment, most recently documented in the ES
(DCO Document Refs 6.1 – 6.28). The Proposed Development has been
designed to avoid adverse effects wherever possible and to incorporate
mitigation to reduce residual effects, leading to an acceptable form of
development. The ES acknowledges, however, that there would be some
residual adverse impacts but this is an inevitable outcome of an NSIP
development and these impacts must be balanced against the need and benefits
of the Proposed Development.
Technical Advice Notes

5.3.26

The consultation on the draft Planning Bill noted a desire by Welsh Government
to review and rationalise Technical Advice Notes ("TANs"). However, they
remain relevant planning advice and therefore regard has been had to the
existing TANs.
Technical Advice Note 8: Planning for Renewable Energy (2005)

5.3.27

TAN 8 relates to the land use planning considerations of renewable energy in the
context of UK and national energy policy. The provision of electricity from
renewable sources is an important component of UK energy policy.
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5.3.28

TAN 8 states that in the short to medium term onshore wind power offers the
greatest potential for an increase in the generation of electricity from a
renewable energy source. To try to meet the agreed targets for onshore wind
production, the Welsh Government has commissioned extensive technical work.
This has concluded that, for efficiency and environmental reasons (amongst
others) large scale (over 25 MW) onshore wind developments should be
concentrated into particular areas defined as Strategic Search Areas (SSAs)
(Para 2.2). TAN 8 recognises that the boundaries of these SSAs are broad
brush and the installed capacity allocated to each should be taken as indicative
and not definitive. Not all of the land within the SSAs may be technically,
economically and/or environmentally suitable for major wind power proposals;
however the boundaries are seen as encompassing sufficient suitable land, to
deliver the Welsh Government’s energy policy aspirations.

5.3.29

TAN 8 has been revised and updated, but the Welsh Government has
maintained its commitment to the SSA and the targets set for each area. With
respect to the Proposed Development, the Wind Farms are located within SSA A
as defined within TAN 8.

5.3.30

TAN 8 does not specify routes or locations for distribution lines. Indeed, neither
does local policy in the Denbighshire Local Development Plan and the Conwy
Local Development Plan. It is reasonable to conclude however that in those
locations where the SSA have been identified, the policy makers also recognised
that electricity distribution would be required.

5.3.31

TAN 8 reports that the distribution network operator (DNO) has the responsibility
(in this case a statutory duty) to provide a connection if requested by a
developer.

5.3.32

Paras 2.11 - 2.13 of Annex C consider electricity grid connections and capacity:
“Small transformers are required to change the generating voltage (likely to
be 690V) to a common site voltage which is likely to be 11, 33 or 66 kV.
These transformers are usually housed in the base of the turbine tower but
might, particularly with smaller turbines, need a separate housing alongside.
The output from the individual turbines is normally connected to a substation
via underground cables” (para 2.11).
“Responsibility for the routeing of electrical cabling onwards from the
substation to the nearest suitable point of the electricity distribution network
is the responsibility of the District Network Operator (DNO). This will be
achieved either by a standard 3-wire system on wooden poles or by
underground lines. It should be noted, however, that laying high voltage
cables underground is usually 6-20 times more expensive than a pole
mounted system and would be likely to be justified for only limited lengths
and/or in special circumstances. Whilst the routeing of such lines by the
DNO is usually dealt with separate to the planning application for the wind
farm, developers are encouraged to provide details of likely routes.” (para
2.12)

5.3.33

Annex C also recognises that additional distribution infrastructure will be required
to convey the energy generated to the homes and businesses where it is to be
used.
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5.3.34

Annex C, Para 2.12 recognises the restricted capacity of the existing distribution
network in the North Wales area:
“There is currently very restricted capacity for further wind-power
developments in North and Mid Wales (Scottish Power/Manweb network)
and the re-enforcement of the network through the construction of new high
voltage distribution and transmission lines is vital to the realisation of any
significant additional generating capacity as well as providing a stronger,
more reliable network for electricity users in the western mid Wales area.
The Assembly Government strongly supports the principle of this scheme.”
(para 2.13)

5.3.35

SP Manweb is contractually obliged to convey electricity generated from the
Wind Farms and that this distribution is expected to be provided by a standard
three wire system on wood pole structures or by undergrounded line. As the
DNO for North Wales, SP Manweb is implementing the duty to provide that
connection through the Proposed Development.

5.3.36

As set out in the Strategic Options Report (DCO Document Ref 7.3) and the ES
(Chapter 3 ‘Alternatives and Design Evolution (DCO Document Ref .3) the
Proposed Development has evolved through a staged approach. Appendix 1 to
this Report (DCO Document 7.5), demonstrates that the route and design of the
overhead line is appropriate and that undergrounding is not justified.

5.3.37

The Proposed Development is, therefore considered consistent with TAN 8 in
terms of planning for renewable energy.
Technical Advice Note 11: Noise (1997)

5.3.38

TAN 11 provides advice on how the planning system can be used to minimise
any adverse impacts of noise generation without placing onerous restrictions on
development. Although its main purpose is to determine the suitability of land for
residential development, especially where land is affected by noise from
transportation or industrial sources TAN 11 also provides general guidance with
respect to matters to be taken into account in determining planning applications
both for noise-sensitive developments and for those activities that will generate
noise.

5.3.39

Para 7 of TAN 11 provides guidance for four Noise Exposure Categories (NEC)
rated A-D and states:
“Noise Exposure Categories (NECs) (see Annex A) have been derived to
assist local planning authorities in their consideration of planning
applications for residential development near transport related noise
sources.”

5.3.40

These are presented in Table 1 in Annex A of the TAN and provide advice
depending on which NEC the site falls into. Table 2 in Annex A includes ranges
of levels for the NECs relating to different noise sources (including road traffic).

5.3.41

Section A7 of TAN 11 explains that different noise indices are used to describe
noise from different sources. To avoid confusion, the ambient or average noise
level, LAeq,T, as advocated in BS 7445: 1991, is used to describe noise from
different sources in Table 2, and the recommended time periods are 0700-2300h
and 2300-0700h. Section A7 also notes that the values in Table 2 refer to noise
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levels measured on an open site at the position of the proposed residential
development, well away from any existing buildings.
5.3.42

Annex B of TAN 11 provides guidance on assessing noise from different
sources. With respect to noise from road traffic, Para B1 of Annex B states that,
“For established roads it will be sufficient normally to base assessments on the
current measured noise level.” The Department of Transport’s ‘Calculation of
Road Traffic Noise’ (CRTN) is identified as an appropriate document for road
traffic noise.

5.3.43

With respect to assessing noise from construction sites, Para B20 of Annex B
refers to guidance presented in BS 5228, parts 1-4. In particular, Part 1: 1984,
‘Code of practice for basic information and procedures for noise control’
describes a method for predicting noise from construction sites as well as giving
general advice.

5.3.44

In considering mitigation measures for noise impacts, Para 11 of TAN 11 states:
“Measures introduced to control the source of, or limit exposure to, noise should
be proportionate and reasonable” and includes protection of surrounding noisesensitive buildings (e.g. improving sound insulation in these buildings and/or
screening them by purpose-built barriers) as a mitigation measure.

5.3.45

The main sources of noise arising from the Proposed Development would be the
movement of construction vehicles through adjacent residential areas to the
construction working areas and along the route of the Proposed Development,
areas of tree-felling associated with the overhead line route through forest and
farmland, and the use of plant involved in the placement of the poles.

5.3.46

An assessment of site based construction noise and vibration impacts was
undertaken as part of the EIA and is presented in Chapter 13 ‘Emissions’ (DCO
Document Ref 6.13). This concluded that construction noise would be minor,
short-term and reversible, progressing along the line as each new pole was
erected. No significant noise impacts would be likely to arise during operation of
the Proposed Development other than potentially at poles 50 and 214 where the
ground conditions are rock and would require the use of an excavator with
hydraulic jackhammer.

5.3.47

A traffic and transport assessment was also undertaken as part of the EIA and is
presented in Chapter 13 ‘Emissions’ (DCO Document Ref 6.13). This study
established that there would be no significant noise effects from the construction
traffic associated with the Proposed Development.

5.3.48

In accordance with modern working practices, the principles of the “best
practicable means” (BPM), as defined in the Control of Pollution Act 1974 would
be used to reduce emissions including noise and vibration throughout the
construction period. The measures set out in the CEMP (DCO Document Ref
6.18) (secured through a requirement in the draft DCO) would implemented to
minimise, amongst other things, noise and vibration during construction, which
would control emissions in accordance with accepted criteria, e.g. those defined
in BS5228: 2014. These measures would be implemented by the Contractor,
who would also be required to liaise with the Local Authorities’ Environmental
Health Department to minimise impacts at all times.
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5.3.49

It is recognised that overhead lines can occasionally create some noise but this
is typically at a low level and generally only in specific weather conditions, i.e. it
is not continuous. Noise levels at receptors would be extremely low and would
lie below typical background noise levels and consequently be inaudible.

5.3.50

The assessment of the Proposed Development has been undertaken using the
methodologies in recognised guidance. With these mitigation measures in place
it would not generate an unacceptable level of noise in the area during the
construction phase. Operational noise levels would be extremely low. The
Proposed Development is therefore consistent with TAN 11 in terms of noise
generation during the construction phase.
TAN 15: Development and Flood Risk (2004)

5.3.51

TAN 15 provides guidance which supplements the policy set out in the Welsh
Assembly Government’s strategic land use policy framework in relation to
development and flooding. It provides a framework within which risks arising
from river and coastal flooding, and impacts to third parties arising from
development can be assessed.

5.3.52

The overarching aim of TAN 15 is to direct new development away from those
areas which are at high risk of flooding, stating that development should only be
justified in higher risk areas if it can be demonstrated that the potential
consequences of a flooding event for the particular type of development have
been considered, and found to be acceptable.

5.3.53

The guidance includes the definition of different flood zones, A, B and C, based
on probability of flooding. Zone C is further sub-divided into Zone C1 and Zone
C2. Zone C1 refers to areas with flood defences and Zone C2 is areas without
any flood defences. All of Zone C refers to areas with an estimated probability of
flooding of 0.1% or more (less than 1 in 1000 years return period). Figure 1 in
TAN 15 provides more detail on these flood zones.

5.3.54

Para 6.2 of TAN 15 states that ‘new development should be directed away from
Zone C land towards suitable land in Zone A, otherwise to Zone B, where river
and coastal flooding will be less of an issue’. The guidance recognises that in
some cases development may be required in areas at risk of flooding (i.e. Zones
B and C).

5.3.55

TAN 15 provides further guidance on land uses which are acceptable in the
defined flood zones, and utilities infrastructure is classed as ‘less vulnerable
development’. It is therefore permitted in Zone C2 subject to meeting
justification criteria defined in Section 6 of TAN 15 and the provision of a Flood
Consequences Assessment (FCA).
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The Justification Test states that development will only be justified if it can be
demonstrated that:


its location in Zone C is necessary to assist, or be part of, a local authority
regeneration initiative or a local authority strategy required to sustain an
existing settlement; or



its location in Zone C is necessary to contribute to key employment
objectives supported by the local authority, and other key partners, to
sustain an existing settlement or region; and



it concurs with the aims of Planning Policy Wales (PPW) and meets the
definition of previously developed land; and



the potential consequences of a flooding event for the particular type of
development have been considered and in terms of the criteria contained
in Sections 5 and 7 and Appendix 1 (which define the requirements of a
Flood Consequences Assessment) are found to be acceptable.

5.3.57

The Proposed Development falls within areas within Zone C. An assessment of
the likely effects of the Proposed Development on flood risk was undertaken as
part of the EIA and is presented in Chapter 9 ’Flood Risk and Water Quality’
(DCO Document Ref 6.9) and the Flood Consequences Assessment (DCO
Document Ref 5.3). These assessments conclude that, as the mitigation
measures set out in the CEMP (DCO Document Ref 6.18) (secured though a
requirement in the draft DCO) would be implemented, no significant effects
would arise.

5.3.58

An assessment of the likely effects of the Proposed Development on water
quality was also undertaken as part of the EIA and is presented in Chapter 9
’Flood Risk and Water Quality’ (DCO Document Ref 6.9). The development of
temporary access tracks is identified as having the potential to significantly affect
the water quality on smaller water courses through the erosion and run off of soil
material. Hydrological issues were (and continue to be) taken into consideration
during the development of the access track strategy to ensure that all
opportunities to mitigate potential impacts are identified. This, combined with
implementation of the mitigation measures set out in the CEMP (DCO Document
Ref 6.18) (secured through a requirement in the draft DCO), would ensure that
no significant effects are likely to arise.

5.3.59

The Proposed Development is therefore considered and demonstrated to have
been assessed and developed to be consistent with TAN 15 in terms of flood risk
and water quality.
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TAN 18: Transport (1997)
5.3.60

TAN 18 deals with all matters relating to transport and sets out how the transport
elements of a development should be assessed and mitigated. Although TAN
18 makes no direct reference to the construction impact of development or to
wind farm or overhead line developments, the principles set out in the TAN have
been adopted in the design of the Proposed Development21.

5.3.61

A traffic and transport assessment was undertaken as part of the EIA and is
presented in Chapter 12 ‘Traffic and Transport’ (DCO Document Ref 6.12). The
assessment was undertaken in line with the current policy framework including
guidance in Appendix D and E of TAN 18 and guidance in the Department for
Transport’s publication entitled “Guidance on Transport Assessment”22, which
sets out the criteria for assessing new development. This supersedes the
guidance as set out in TAN 18 Appendix D.

5.3.62

Specific mitigation measures to prevent adverse impacts on landscape and
nature conservation assets from construction vehicles are set out in the CEMP
(DCO Document Ref 6.18) (secured through a requirement in the draft DCO).
These include twice daily inspection for oil leaks. The assessments established
that, with these mitigation measures, no significant effects would arise.

5.3.63

The Proposed Development is therefore considered consistent with TAN 18 in
terms of traffic and transport.

5.4

Local Planning Policy

5.4.1

EN-1 states at paragraph 4.1.5 that:
‘Other matters that the Infrastructure Planning Commission (IPC) may
consider important and relevant to its decision-making may include
Development Plan Documents or other documents in the Local Development
Framework. In the event of a conflict between these or any other documents
and an NPS, the NPS prevails for the purposes of IPC decision making
given the national significance of the infrastructure’.

5.4.2

Denbighshire County Council formally adopted its Local Development Plan
(LDP) at a meeting of the County Council on 4th June 2013. This now replaces
the Denbighshire Unitary Development Plan (UDP).

5.4.3

The LDP includes a number of objectives, developed to address identified issues
and needs within Denbighshire. The Plan identifies that these will need to be
met in order to achieve the Vision for the County up to the year 2021. The Plan
also includes a number of policies which are of relevance to the application
scheme and these are set out below.

5.4.4

Conwy Council adopted its Local Development Plan in October 2013. The Plan
sets out the key challenges facing Conwy, identifies the Vision, Objectives and
the Spatial Strategy for development in the area over the period 2007 to 2022.
The LDP replaces existing Structure Plans and Local Plans which previously
provided the policy framework for the Conwy Plan Area.

21

See Chapter 12 ‘Traffic and Transport’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.12)

22

Department of Transport, 2007. Guidance on Transport Assessment
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Denbighshire Local Development Plan
5.4.5

The LDP includes a number of ‘Strategic Objectives’ including :
Objective 6 Transport - The Local Development Plan will make the best
use of the County’s two existing key transport corridors - the A55 trunk road
and the North Wales Coast main railway line.

5.4.6

There are no specific LDP policies that deal with construction traffic or set out
the need for Transport Assessment. The ES Chapter 12 ‘Traffic and Transport
(DCO Document Ref 6.12) includes an assessment of the potential effects on
the A55 trunk road and concludes that, although traffic would use this road,
effects would be negligible.
Objective 11 Energy - “The Local Development Plan will ensure that
Denbighshire makes a significant contribution to reducing greenhouse
gases through …supporting the principle of large wind farm development
within identified zones and other suitable renewable energy technologies…”

5.4.7

The Proposed Development provides the 132 kV Overhead Line to take the
electricity generated from four consented wind farms and to deliver it to the
national electricity transmission system via the Collector Substation and the
existing SP Manweb substation at St Asaph. It therefore assists with the
aspirations within this policy and ensures that the generating contribution is
connected to the wider distribution network.
Objective 16 Areas of Protection -“The Local Development Plan will seek
to protect and enhance the natural and built heritage of the County including
aspects such as landscape, biodiversity, geo-diversity, designated sites and
buildings and protected species”.

5.4.8

The evolution of the Proposed Development from the strategic options stage
through to the detailed proposals which are the subject of the DCO application
has considered the natural and built heritage of the area through which the
connection is routed and has sought to avoid or minimise impacts on areas of
protection.

5.4.9

The assessment of the effect of the Proposed Development on the natural and
built heritage is included in the ES (DCO Document Refs 6.6 – 6.15). The
assessment demonstrates that the Proposed Development would protect the
natural and built heritage and therefore the planning policy is complied with.
Policy PSE 15 - Safeguarding Minerals – ‘High quality resources of
minerals, including limestone, sand and gravel, Denbigh Gritstones, igneous
and volcanic deposits will be safeguarded from development that would
result in its permanent loss or hinder future extraction. Development will
only be permitted where:
i) it can be demonstrated that the need for the development outweighs the
need to protect the mineral resource; or
ii) where such development would not have a significant impact on the
viability of that mineral being worked;
iii) where the mineral is extracted prior to the development’.
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5.4.10

The Proposed Development crosses a number of areas identified under this
policy. Due to the linear nature of the Proposed Development and the location
and scale of the safeguarding areas it has not been possible to avoid all the
designated areas.

5.4.11

In the event that plans to exploit the mineral resources are brought forward then
typically the extraction can accommodate existing overhead transmission or
divert until restoration. The magnitude of effect on mineral resources is related
to the relatively small footprint required for an overhead line and its related
servicing and is only for the duration of need for the transmission infrastructure.

5.4.12

The Proposed Development is an NSIP and therefore the need for the Proposed
Development should outweigh the need to protect the mineral resource, as
stated in the Policy. In addition although the Proposed Development does not
comply with the safeguarding required policy the areas potentially affected are
small and typically extraction can accommodate this type of infrastructure and
therefore does not result in permanent sterilisation.
Policy VOE 1 Key Areas of Importance – ‘The following areas will be
protected from development that would adversely affect them. Development
proposals should maintain and, wherever possible, enhance these areas for
their characteristics, local distinctiveness, and value to local communities in
Denbighshire:
-

Statutory designated sites for nature conservation;

-

Local areas designated or identified because of their natural landscape
or biodiversity value;

-

Sites of built heritage; and

-

Historic Landscape, Parks and Gardens’.

5.4.13

The evolution of the Proposed Development from the strategic options through to
the detailed proposals which are the subject of the DCO application has
considered the natural and built heritage of the area through which the
connection is routed.

5.4.14

This has included consideration of both designated and non-designated sites for
landscape and nature conservation as well as sites of built heritage. Chapter 6
of the ES ‘Ecology and Biodiversity’ (DCO Document Ref 6.6) has assessed the
effect of the Proposed Development on statutory and locally designated sites for
nature conservation. No statutory sites are affected and the assessment
concludes that for locally designated sites there are no likely significant effects.

5.4.15

The Proposed Development has avoided areas designated for their landscape
quality (including AONBs and AOBs) (see Chapter 7 of the ES ‘Landscape and
Visual’ (DCO Document Ref 6.7)) and effects upon those areas have been
minimised through careful routeing of the connection. No significant effects are
predicted.

5.4.16

The routeing process sought to avoid heritage assets. Chapter 8 of the ES
‘Historic Environment (DCO Document Ref 6.8) identifies a potential effect on a
listed building, and no significant effects on historic landscapes or parks and
gardens.
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therefore

substantially

complies

with

the

Policy VOE 2 Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Areas of
Outstanding Beauty – ‘In determining development proposals within or
affecting the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and Area of
Outstanding Beauty (AOB), development that would cause unacceptable
harm to the character and appearance of the landscape and the reasons for
designation will not be permitted’.
5.4.18

The Proposed Development has avoided areas designated for their landscape
quality (including AONBs and AOBs) and effects upon those areas have been
minimised through careful routeing of the connection23.
The Proposed
Development would therefore not cause unacceptable harm to the character and
appearance of the landscape and complies with the requirements of this Policy.
Policy VOE 5 - Conservation of Natural Resources - ‘Development
proposals that may have an impact on protected species or designated sites
of nature conservation will be required to be supported by a biodiversity
statement which must have regard to the County biodiversity aspiration for
conservation, enhancement and restoration of habitats and species. …..
If necessary, measures required to mitigate likely adverse effects on the
qualifying features of statutory designated sites should be put in place prior
to the commencement of development. Measures required to offset any
likely adverse effects will be secured by planning conditions and/ or planning
obligations.
Planning permission will not be granted for development proposals that are
likely to cause significant harm to the qualifying features of internationally
and nationally designated sites of nature conservation, priority habitats,
priority species, regionally important geodiversity sites, or to species that are
under threat..’

5.4.19

The assessment of the Proposed Development has considered both designated
and non-designated sites for nature conservation as well as protected species.
Comprehensive surveys of habitats and species have been undertaken as part
of the EIA and have further informed the detailed routeing of the connection.

5.4.20

The Proposed Development would not lead to any likely significant effects on the
qualifying features of any internationally or nationally designated sites of nature
conservation, priority species, geodiversity sites or species under threat. The
closest internationally designated site to the Proposed Development is the Elwy
Valley SAC. The ‘No Significant Effects Report’ (DCO Document Ref 5.7)
demonstrates that the Proposed Development would not cause a significant
effect to the qualifying features.

23

See Chapter 3 ‘Alternatives and Design Evolution’ and Chapter 7 ‘Landscape and Visual’ of the ES (DCO
Document Refs 6.3 and 6.7 respectively)
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Policy VOE 9 On-shore Wind Energy- This policy relates to the provision
and siting of renewable energy within Denbighshire. It recognises that the
Clocaenog Strategic Search Area (SSA-A) has been identified at the national
level (in Technical Advice Note 8) and is felt to offer the greatest potential in
terms of the generation of energy from large scale wind turbines.
5.4.21

In its introduction to this policy the LDP states that:
‘Denbighshire is well placed to contribute to renewable energy generation by
virtue of its natural resource. The Clocaenog Forest Strategic Search Area
(SSA) identified by Technical Advice Note 8: Planning for Renewable Energy
as a location for large scale wind turbine developments falls within
Denbighshire and Conwy Council boundaries….. The Council recognises its
responsibility to promote renewable energy through the planning system and
has sought to balance this need with other objectives, including protection of
important landscapes and conservation of the natural environment and built
heritage’.

5.4.22

The Proposed Development supports the delivery to the wider network of wind
generation from the Clocaenog Strategic Search Area (SSA-A) and therefore
provides support to this policy.
Policy VOE 10 Renewable Energy Technologies – ‘Development
proposals which promote the provision of renewable energy technologies
may be supported providing they are located so as to minimise visual, noise
and amenity impacts and demonstrate no unacceptable impact upon the
interests of nature conservation, wildlife, natural and cultural heritage,
landscape, public health and residential amenity’.

5.4.23

The Proposed Development is required to connect renewable energy generation
to the electricity distribution network. As noted above the evolution of the
Proposed Development from the strategic options through to the detailed
proposals which are the subject of the DCO application has considered potential
visual, noise and amenity effects, and mitigation measures have been developed
as appropriate and residual significant effects identified24. It is therefore
considered that the Proposed Development is consistent with the requirements
of this policy.
Policy RD Sustainable Development and Good Standard Design
‘Development proposals will be supported within development boundaries
provided that all of the following criteria are met:
vi)
Does not unacceptably affect the amenity of local residents, other
land and property users or characteristics of the locality by virtue of
increased…..noise, dust, fumes, litter….etc’.

24

See Chapter 6 ‘Ecology and Biodiversity’, Chapter 7 ‘Landscape and Visual’, and Chapter 8 ‘Historic
Environment of the ES (DO Document Ref 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 respectively)
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The ES has demonstrated that the Proposed Development would not affect the
amenity of local residents other than in a small number of locations. These
locations have been identified and mitigation measures embedded in the design
and provided for more widely to reduce residual effects. These areas are
identified within Chapter 7 ‘Landscape and Visual’ of the ES (DCO Document
Ref 6.7) and on the Landscape Plans (DCO Document Ref 2.6) It is therefore
considered that the Proposed Development compiles with the requirements of
this policy.
Conwy Local Development Plan

5.4.25

The Conwy Local Development Plan includes a number of strategic policies of
relevance to the Proposed Development:
Strategic Policy NTE/1 The Natural Environment – ‘In seeking to support
the wider economic and social needs of the Plan Area, the Council will seek
to regulate development so as to conserve and, where possible, enhance
the Plan Area’s natural environment, countryside and coastline. This will be
achieved by:
a) Safeguarding the Plan Area’s biodiversity, geology, habitats, history and
landscapes through the protection and enhancement of sites of
international, national, regional and local importance, …,
d) Working with developers to safeguard protected species and enhance their
habitats;
e) Seeking to minimise the loss of Grade 2 and 3a agricultural land to new
development, in particular, in the east of the Urban Development Strategy
Area,;
f) Respecting, retaining or enhancing the local character and distinctiveness
of the individual Special Landscape Areas; and
i)Preventing, reducing or remedying all forms of pollution including air,
light, noise, soil and water, in line with Policy DP/6’.

5.4.26

As noted earlier in this Report, the evolution of the Proposed Development, from
the strategic options through to the detailed proposals which are the subject of
the DCO application, has considered the natural environment of the area through
which the connection is routed (see Chapter 3 ‘Alternatives and Design
Evolution’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.3))..

5.4.27

The assessment of the Proposed Development in Chapter 6 of the ES (DCO
Document Ref 6.6) has considered both designated and non-designated sites for
nature conservation as well as protected species. Comprehensive surveys of
habitats and species have been undertaken as part of the EIA and have further
informed the detailed routeing of the connection.
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5.4.28

The Proposed Development would not lead to any likely significant effects on the
qualifying features of any internationally or nationally designated sites of nature
conservation, priority species, geodiversity sites or species under threat. The
closest internationally designated site to the proposed development is the Elwy
Valley SAC. The North Wales Wind Farm Connections Project ‘No Significant
Effects Report’ (DCO Document Ref 5.7) demonstrates that the Proposed
Development would not cause a significant effect to the qualifying features.
Further information is provided in Chapter 6 of the ES ’Ecology and Biodiversity’
(DCO Document Ref 6.6).

5.4.29

The proposed connection has been routed so that it is not in proximity to any
designated landscapes or any Special Landscape Area and no significant effects
are predicted. Further information is provided in Chapter 7 ‘Landscape and
Visual’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.7)

5.4.30

Chapter 10 ‘Land Use and Agriculture’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.10)
considers the potential effects on agricultural land. BMV land has been avoided
by careful routeing.

5.4.31

Emissions from the Proposed Development have been considered within
Chapter 13 of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.13). The CEMP) (DCO Document
Ref 6.18), secured through a requirement in the draft DCO, identifies the
measures that would be used prior to and during construction and the
commitments being made to address environmental effects. Significant residual
effects remaining are short term and relate to a small number of properties. It is
therefore considered that on balance the Proposed Development complies
substantially with the requirements of this policy.
Strategic Policy CTH/1 Cultural Heritage – ‘The council is committed to
protecting and, where appropriate, enhancing its cultural and heritage
assets. This will be achieved by:
a) Ensuring that the location of new development on both allocated and
windfall sites within the Plan Area will not have a significant adverse
impact upon heritage assets…..
b) Recognising and respecting the value and character of heritage assets in
the Plan Area ….
c) Seeking to preserve and, where appropriate, enhance conservation
areas ……. historic landscapes, parks and gardens, listed buildings,
scheduled ancient monuments and other areas of archaeological
importance…..
d) Protecting buildings and structures of local importance….’’

5.4.32

The evolution of the Proposed Development considered the historic environment
(see Chapter 3 ‘Alternatives and Design Evolution’ and Chapter 8 ‘Historic
Environment’ of the ES (DCO Documents 6.3 and 6.8 respectively). Sensitive
routeing has minimised potential effects on such assets and although a small
number of significant adverse impacts are predicted it is therefore concluded that
on balance the Proposed Development substantially complies with this policy.
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Strategic Policy DP/1 Sustainable Development Principles –
‘Development will only be permitted where it is demonstrated that it is
consistent with the principles of sustainable development. All developments
are required to:
f) Take account of and address the risk of flooding and pollution in the form
of noise, lighting, vibration, odour, emissions or dust …’
5.4.33

The Proposed Development has taken into account and addressed the risk of
flooding and pollution as noted above. Lighting would only be provided at the
construction compound and during the construction phase only. The Proposed
Development therefore complies with the requirements under this policy.
Policy NTE/3 Biodiversity – ‘New development should aim to conserve
and, where possible, enhance biodiversity through:
d) Sensitive siting; avoiding European protected sites or those of
national or local importance;
e) Sensitive layout and design which avoids impacts or mitigates
through an agreed programme for any identified adverse impact on
biodiversity;…’

5.4.34

The evolution of the Proposed Development has considered both designated
and non-designated sites for nature conservation.

5.4.35

Sensitive routeing of the connection has meant that the Proposed Development
would not lead to any likely significant effects on the qualifying features of any
internationally or nationally designated sites of nature conservation, as
demonstrated in the ‘No Significant Effects Report’ (DCO Document Ref 5.7).
Comprehensive surveys of habitats and species have been undertaken as part
of the EIA and have further informed the detailed routeing of the connection,
thereby avoiding effects wherever possible. Mitigation has further reduced
potential effects as demonstrated in Chapter 6 of the ES ‘Ecology and
Biodiversity (DCO Document Ref 6.9).

5.4.36

The Proposed Development therefore complies with the requirements of this
policy.
Policy NTE/4 – The Landscape And Protecting Special Landscape Areas ‘1 Special Landscape Areas are … designated in the following locations:
d) Elwy and Aled Valleys
2 In order to conserve the attributes of the Special Landscape Areas
development proposals will have to show particular regard to the character
of each locality in order to minimise their impact. Development will only be
permitted if it is shown to be capable of being satisfactorily integrated into
the landscape. In appropriate cases planning applications should be
accompanied by a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment to assess the
visual and landscape impacts of the development.
3 All proposals, both within and outside SLAs, will be considered against the
Development Principles and other policies in the Plan designed to protect
the environment and landscape character.’
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5.4.37

The Proposed Development is located beyond the boundaries of the SLA and no
significant effects are predicted.

5.4.38

Chapter 7 ‘Landscape and Visual’ of the ES (DCO Document Ref 6.7) includes a
LVIA of the proposals and demonstrates that there are no significant effects on
the Elwy Valley SLA. It is considered that the Proposed Development, would
satisfactorily integrate into the landscape. This has been achieved by carefully
choosing the route alignment and use of appropriate mitigation measures. The
Proposed Development therefore complies with the requirements of this policy.
Policy NTE/7 – Onshore Wind Turbine Development – ‘The development
of large or very large-scale (over 25MW) wind farms will be concentrated
within the Clocaenog SSA’.

5.4.39

The Proposed Development supports the provision of wind generation from the
Clocaenog Strategic Search Area (SSA-A) by the connection of the generating
consents to the distribution network.
Policy CTH/2 - Development Affecting Heritage Assets – ‘Development
proposals which affect a heritage asset listed below (a-f), and/or its setting,
shall preserve or, where appropriate, enhance that asset. ….
a) Conservation Areas
c) Historic Landscapes, Parks and Gardens
d) Listed Buildings
e) Scheduled Ancient Monuments
f) Sites of archaeological importance’

5.4.40

The Proposed Development has considered the heritage assets within the area.
Sensitive routeing has minimised potential effects on such assets (see Chapter 3
‘Alternatives and Design Evolution’ and Chapter 8 ‘Historic Environment’ of the
ES (DCO Documents 6.3 and 6.8 respectively) and therefore requirements of the
policy have been met. The Proposed Development therefore complies with the
requirements of this policy.
Strategic Policy MWS/1 Minerals And Waste – ‘The Council will ensure
that there is sufficient provision of mineral resources and waste management
facilities, while safeguarding the natural and built environment by:
d) Safeguarding sand and gravel resources as identified on the proposals
map in line with Policy MWS/3’;
Policy MWS/3 Safeguarding Hard Rock And Sand And Gravel
Resources
‘1. The following resources and related facilities are included within the
Safeguarded Hard Rock or Sand and Gravel designation:
f) Sand and Gravel resources as identified on the Proposals Map’.
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5.4.41

The Proposed Development crosses a number of areas identified under this
policy.

5.4.42

As noted earlier in this Report (Section 5.2) due to the linear nature of the
Proposed Development and the extent and location of mineral resources,
identified as allocation in the local development plans, it has not been possible to
avoid all identified safeguarding areas. However, if plans to exploit the mineral
resource are brought forward then typically the extraction can accommodate
existing overhead transmission.

5.4.43

In addition the magnitude of effect on mineral resources is related to the footprint
(land area) required for the Proposed Development. This would be very small
comprising a narrow corridor mirroring the pole locations and the conductors.
The proportion of the resource directly affected would therefore be extremely
low.

5.4.44

The Proposed Development is an NSIP and therefore the need for the Proposed
Development should outweigh the need to protect the mineral resource, as
stated in the Policy. In addition although the Proposed Development does not
comply with the safeguarding required policy the areas potentially affected are
small and typically extraction can accommodate this type of infrastructure.

5.4.45

Presence of potential mineral resources is not a key routeing criterion and
consequently resources have not been specifically avoided. However, if plans to
exploit the mineral resources are brought forward then typically the extraction
can accommodate existing overhead transmission and therefore the Proposed
Development does not affect the Safeguarded Area.
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6

SUMMARY

6.1.1

This Planning Statement has explained that the Proposed Development is
required to provide necessary electrical distribution infrastructure for four
consented wind farms in North Wales.

6.1.2

There is policy support for the Proposed Development in NPS EN-1 and NPS
EN-5, which, under the Planning Act 2008, are the primary basis for decision
making for NSIPs.

6.1.3

The NPSs are statements of Government policy on infrastructure in general,
including renewable energy, and of particular relevance to the Proposed
Development, the infrastructure required for its delivery.

6.1.4

The Secretary of State may also consider that other documents are both
important and relevant to its decision making, and this may include Welsh policy
and the development plans.
However the NPSs have primacy in the
determination of the DCO application, and they should be afforded substantial
weight. Welsh national planning policy and the local development plans are
other material considerations and, rightly to be taken into account but with less
weight than the NPSs.

6.1.5

NPS EN-1 (para 4.1.5) identifies that, where there is a conflict between a
development plan and the NPS, the NPS prevails for the purpose of decision
making, given the national significance of the infrastructure.

6.1.6

A review of the relevant NPSs, Welsh national planning policy and the local
development plans has been undertaken and it has been demonstrated that the
Proposed Development is compliant with those policies.

6.1.7

The Proposed Development facilitates the Governments’ objectives for energy
and climate change (EN-1) and this Report has demonstrated, based on
information provided within the ES how the Project meets the specific objectives
in EN-1 and EN-5.

6.1.8

In accordance with policies in EN-1 and EN-5, SP Manweb has sought to limit
any adverse impacts where possible. Significant time has been invested by SP
Manweb in consulting in connection with the proposals and refining the
Proposed Development prior to making the DCO application. The iterative
process adopted and positive engagement received from stakeholders has
helped to ensure that the design of the Proposed Development would minimise
adverse impacts associated with its construction, operation and
decommissioning.

6.1.9

The Act requires that the application for development consent should be decided
in accordance with NPS EN-1 and NPS EN-5. It is submitted that the Proposed
Development is demonstrated and evidenced to be in accordance with the NPSs
and that by providing the necessary infrastructure for the four wind farms, brings
significant benefits in supporting the security of the UK’s energy supply.
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The ES also demonstrates in the topic specific chapters how the Proposed
Development is consistent with the policy objectives of the two local planning
authorities within whose administrative boundaries it is located. It is not
considered that there are any adverse effects which would outweigh the benefits
of the Proposed Development.
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GLOSSARY
132kV Overhead
Line
Above Ordnance
Datum (AOD)
Agricultural Land
Classification
(ALC)

Agri-environment
scheme /
agreement
Alluvium
Air Quality
Management Area
(AQMA)
Air Quality Action
Plan (AQAP)
Ancient SemiNatural Woodland
(ASNW)
Aquifer

Area of
Outstanding
Beauty (AOB)
Area of
Outstanding
Natural Beauty
(AONB)
Area of Search

132,000 volts overhead line from the Collector Substation to
the Terminal Point
Elevation of land above sea level (at Newlyn)
The classification system used by the Department for
Environment Food and Rural Affairs based on its quality and
versatility. The classification ranges from Grade 1 (the best and
most versatile) through Grades 2, 3a, 3b, 3 c and 4, down to
Grade 5 (least versatile)
A UK government undertaking in which farmers are paid to
farm in an environmentally sensitive way
Material transported by rivers and deposited along its course
Declared by local authorities for areas where objectives
specified in the national Air Quality Strategy are not predicted
to be met
Produced by local authorities for AQMAs, setting out measures
to improve air quality
Woodland composed of native tree species that have not
obviously been planted
A body of permeable rock that is capable of storing significant
quantities of water; is undertaken by impermeable material,
and through which groundwater moves
Non statutory designation to categorise sensitive landscapes designated by Denbighshire County Council

An area designated under the National Parks and Access to
Countryside Act 1949 for its particularly attractive landscape
and unspoilt character, which should be protected and
enhanced as part of the national heritage
The term given to a wide area within which the route corridors
are identified and for the purposes of the Proposed
Development is shown on the Location Plan (document
reference 2.1)
Assessment of the A method of assessment of the effect of a development on
Significance of
Historic Landscapes
Impacts of
Development on
Historic
Landscape areas
(ASIDOHL)
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Associated
Development
Authority

Development which is associated with a Nationally Significant
Infrastructure Project as defined by the Planning Act 2008
The Gas and Electricity Markets Authority established under
Section 1 of the Utilities Act 2000

Baseline

Existing environmental conditions which are described in the
ES
Defined by the ALC as Grades 1, 2 and 3a. Provisional
reclassification has removed sub-classifications within Grade 3,
considering Grades 1 and 2 as ‘Best and Most Versatile’ (BMV)
land
The variety and abundance of species, their genetic
composition, and the natural communities, ecosystems, and
landscapes in which they occur
A strategy for conserving and enhancing wild species and
wildlife habitats in the UK. Now replaced by Country
Biodiversity Strategies

Best and most
versatile (BMV)

Biodiversity

Biodiversity Action
Plan (BAP)
British Trust for
Ornithology (BTO)
Broad Route
Corridor(s)
Cable
Cadw
Collector
Substation
Conductor
Connection and
use of system
code (CUSC)

Initial strategic corridors identified for the Proposed
Development and shown on Figure 3.1 in the ES (document
reference 6.16)
An insulated conductor designed for laying underground
The historic environment service of the Welsh Government
The new collector substation which will be located in the
Clocaenog Forest and will connect the wind farms into the
electricity distribution network
Overhead wire(s) attached to wood poles which conduct
electricity
Defined within Transmission Licence Standard Conditions.
Condition C1 and C10 states the meaning of the Connection
and Use of System Code (CUSC) as:
The licensee shall establish arrangements for connection and
use of system in respect of matters which, other than those to
which standard conditions C14 (Grid Code) and C5 (Use of
system charging methodology) to C9 (Functions of the
Authority) relate are calculated to facilitate the achievement of
the following objectives:
(a) the efficient discharge by the licensee of the obligations
imposed upon it under the Act and by this licence;
(b) facilitating effective competition in the generation and
supply of electricity, and (so far as consistent therewith)
facilitating such competition in the sale, distribution and
purchase of electricity; and
(c) compliance with the Electricity Regulation and any relevant
legally binding decision of the European Commission and/or
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the Agency
Conservation Area Designated by local authorities on account of their special
architectural or historic interest, the character and appearance
of which it is intended to preserve and enhance
Construction
Sets out management measures required of contractors for
Environmental
any construction works associated with the Proposed
Management Plan Development
(CEMP)
Construction
Is when preparatory works or construction works are taking
phase
place until commissioning of the Proposed Development
Consultation
100m wide corridor(s) within which 132 kV Overhead Line
Corridors
could be constructed and which were the subject of preapplication consultation pursuant to the Planning Act 2008
Consultation zone For the purpose of the pre application consultation pursuant to
the Planning Act 2008 a broad geographic consultation zone
was defined and is shown in Appendix 7.1 of the Consultation
Report (document reference 5.2.1)
Countryside and
Act, dated 2000, which provides for public access on foot to
Rights of Way Act certain types of land
(CROW)
The effects of other development schemes (whether under
Cumulative
construction, consented, or there are firm proposals for)
Effects
assessed cumulatively with the Proposed Development and
the Wider Scheme. These effects can be temporal (e.g.
construction phases occur at the same time) or spatial (e.g. the
same area is affected)
Decibel (dB)
The scale on which sound pressure level is expressed. It is
defined as 20 times the logarithm of the ratio between the rootmean-square pressure of the sound field and a reference
pressure (2x10-5Pa)
Decommissioning The final phase of the Proposed Development covering all
phase
activities to remove the Proposed Development from the
environment once it is no longer in operational use and the
undertaking of restoration works
Designated area
Area designated and protected by national or international law
for its landscape, biodiversity, or historic interest
Development
The order made when an application has been made pursuant
Consent Order
to section 37 of the Planning Act 2008 for a NSIP and the
(DCO)
Secretary of State determines that the order should be made
Distribution Code
A code required to be prepared by a DNO pursuant to
condition 9 (Distribution Code) of a Distribution Licence and
approved by the Authority as revised from time to time with the
approval of, or by the direction of, the Authority.
Distribution
A distribution licence granted under Section 6(1)(c) of the Act.
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Licence
Distribution
Network Operator
(DNO)
Easement
Ecological Impact
Assessment
(EcIA)

Electromagnetic
Fields (EMFs)
Electricity Act
1989 (The 1989
Act)
EN-1

EN-5

Environment
Agency Wales
(EAW)
Environmental
Impact
Assessment (EIA)

Environmental
Statement (ES)
Environmentally
Sensitive Area
(ESA)
Final Route
Alignment
Flood
Consequence
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Distribution Network Operators own and operate the electricity
distribution network that brings electricity from the national
transmission network to the consumer. SP Manweb is the DNO
for North and Mid Wales, Cheshire and Merseyside
Allowing another person to use your land for a specific
purpose, such as installing utilities
Ecological Impact Assessment is part of an EIA and assesses
the potential effects of a development on habitats and species,
particularly those protected national and international
legislation or considered to be of particular nature conservation
importance
Electric and magnetic fields generated by electricity
The Electricity Act 1989 (as amended by the Utilities Act 2000
and the Energy Act 2004)
National Policy Statements set out national policy against
which proposals for major infrastructure projects will be
assessed and decided by the Secretary of State. EN-1 is the
Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy
National Policy Statements set out national policy against
which proposals for major infrastructure projects will be
assessed and decided by the Secretary of State. EN-5 is the
National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks
Infrastructure
Environment Agency Wales, now part of NRW, was the
environmental regulator for Wales
A statutory process whereby a project is assessed through the
collection and consideration of environmental information with
the aim of taking account of the predicted effects of the
proposed development on the environment in the decision
making process. The findings are published in an
Environmental Statement
Report documenting the outcome of an Environmental Impact
Assessment
An agricultural area which needs special protection because of
its landscape, wildlife or historic value
Current pole positions along the centreline of the Limits of
Deviation identified following consultation, technical and
environmental appraisal
Required for developments in flood zones. It is an assessment
of the potential impact of a development on flooding
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Assessment
(FCA)
Flood Zone (FZ)
Floodplain
Grid Code

Grid Supply Point
(GSP)
Groundwater
Guidelines for
Landscape and
Visual Impact
Assessment
(GVLIA)
Habitat Suitability
Index (HSI)
Habitats Directive
Habitats
Regulations
Assessment
(HRA)
Heavy Goods
Vehicle (HGV)
Historic
Environment
Record (HER)
Holford Rules

Institute for
Archaeologists
(IfA)
Insulator
International
Commission on
Non-Ionizing
Radiation
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Areas at risk of flooding, divided into subcategories / zones
The area that would naturally be affected by flooding if a river
rises above its banks
The code which NGC is required to prepare under its
Transmission Licence and have approved by the Authority as
from time to time revised with the approval of, or by the
direction of, the Authority.
Any point at which electricity is delivered from the National
Electricity Transmission System to the DNO’s Distribution
System
Water flowing through or contained beneath the ground
surface
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
(Third Edition) published by the Landscape Institute and
Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment

A numerical index that represents the capacity of a given
habitat to support a selected species. Most commonly used for
great crested newts
EC Directive on the conservation of natural habitats of Wild
Fauna and Flora (92/43/EEC)
Assessment undertaken of the impacts of a project on Natura
2000 sites in accordance with the requirements of The
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010
A good vehicle greater than 3.5 tonnes gross weight
A register of known archaeological sites, monuments and finds

A series of planning guidelines for the routeing of overhead
lines first developed in 1959 by Lord Holford, advisor to the
then Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) on amenity
issues. They were reviewed in the 1990s by National Grid
The Chartered Institute for Archaeologists

Used to safely connect the conductors to wood poles or pylons
Provides scientific advice and guidance on the health and
environmental effects of non-ionizing radiation
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Protection
(ICNIRP)
kV
LANDMAP

Landscape and
Visual Impact
Assessment
(LVIA)
Landscape
Character
Assessment
(LCA)
Landscape
Institute (LI)
Light Goods
Vehicle (LGV)
Limits of Deviation
(LoD)

Listed Building

Local Biodiversity
Action Plan
(LBAP)
Local
Development Plan
(LDP)
Local Nature
Reserve (LNR)
Local Planning
Authority
Local Wildlife Site
(LWS)
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kilovolt (1000 volts)
LANDMAP a tool developed by CCW (now NRW) to assess
the diversity of all landscapes within Wales, identifying and
explaining the characteristics and qualities
Assessment methodology used to assess the potential effects
of a proposed development on the landscape

A standard methodology for identifying, describing, classifying
and mapping what is distinctive about our landscapes

The Chartered Institute for Landscape Architects
Goods vehicles not exceeding 3.5 tonnes gross vehicle weight
Works 1A and 1B of the Proposed Development will be carried
out within Limits of Deviation which are shown on the Works
Plans. The LoD provide a degree of flexibility which is required
because following the making of the DCO, micro-siting may
take place in response to detailed technical survey information,
particularly for unconfirmed ground conditions and / or minor
alterations requested by landowners
LoD have been defined laterally and vertically
A building of special architectural or historic interest which has
been included on a list approved by the Secretary of State
under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)
Act 1990 (known as the ‘Statutory List of Buildings of Special
Architectural or Historic Interest’). Buildings are classified in
grades (I, II* and II) and to show their relative importance
A set of action plans for habitats and species

A statutory document which guides future development

A site with features of nature conservation interest controlled
by a local authority
Is defined by S.1 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
and, in the case of the Proposed Development is Denbighshire
County Council and Conwy County Borough Council
Sites identified and selected for their local nature conservation
value
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Magnitude of
potential effect
Megawatts (MW)
Mitigation
National Grid
Reference (NGR)
National
Monuments
Record (NMR)
National Nature
Reserve (NNR)
National Policy
Statements (NPS)
National
Vegetation
Classification
(NVC)
Nationally
Significant
Infrastructure
Project (NSIP)
Natura 2000 sites
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The degree of change that a receptor is anticipated to
experience as a result of the Proposed Development
Energy generated by wind farms is described in MW
Measures to avoid, reduce and offset environmental effects
A system of grid references used in Great Britain
Unscheduled archaeological sites and features recorded by
Cadw
A protected area of importance for wildlife, flora, fauna
reserved and managed for conservation
Sets out national policy against which proposals for major
infrastructure projects will be assessed and decided by the
Secretary of State
Classification and description of the plant communities of Great
Britain

Means a project designated under the Planning Act 2008

A European-wide network of sites protected under the Habitats
and Birds Directives, and made up of Special Areas of
Conservation and Special Protection Areas
Natural Resources An amalgamation of CCW, EAW and Forestry Commission
Wales or Cyfoeth
Wales, operational from 1st April 2013
Naturiol Cymru
NGC
National Grid Electricity Transmission plc
Nitrate Vulnerable Areas where land drains and contributes to the nitrate found in
Zones (NVZ)
“polluted” waters
North Wales Wind Means the Proposed Development and the Wider Scheme
Farms Connection
NSP
Noise sensitive premises
Order Limits
Means the limits shown on the works plans within which the
Proposed Development may be carried out
Palaeo-channel
Ancient relict watercourse
Permitted
Part III of the Town and Country Planning Act provides that the
Development
Secretary of State may grant planning permission by way of
development order. The principal development order is the
Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)
Order 1995 which provides that planning permission for certain
developments is granted subject to specified conditions. It
provides specified permitted development rights for statutory
undertakers
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Persons with an
Interest in the
Land (PILS)

Photomontage

Planning Act 2008
(the Act)
Planning
Inspectorate
(PINS)
Planning Policy
Wales (PPW)
Preferred Route
Corridor
Preliminary
Environmental
Information Report
(PEIR)
Prescribed
Consultees

Proposed
Development

PRoW
Ramsar sites
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Section 57 of the Planning Act 2008 defines persons with an
Interest in the Land which includes:
(1) owners, lessees, tenants or occupiers of land;
(2) persons with an interest in land or who have a power to sell
land or to release land; and
(3) persons who may be able to make a claim for
compensation as a result of the DCO being made and
implemented..
Land for these purposes means land to which the application
for development consent relates
A collection of images used to create an overall image. The
objective of a photomontage is to simulate the likely visual
changes that would result from the Proposed Development,
and to produce printed images of a size and resolution
sufficient to match the perspective in the same view as would
occur in reality
The legislation for Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects
and the requirements for development consent
The Planning Inspectorate administers the examination of
applications for development consent
The document that sets out the Welsh Government’s policies
on different aspects of land use planning
Is identified as the preferred route corridor for the Proposed
Development and is set out in the Route Corridor Study
The report of the initial environmental impact assessment
findings for the Proposed Development

Means persons to be consulted pursuant to the Planning Act
2008 and set out in Schedule 1 of the Infrastructure Planning
(Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) Regulations
2009
The 132kV Overhead Line together with required pedestrian
and vehicular accesses, temporary construction compound,
construction laydown areas, mitigation planting and other
integral works
Public Right of Way which is a footpath or track over which the
public have a right of access
Wetlands of international importance designated under the
Ramsar Convention (Convention on Wetlands of International
Importance, especially as Waterfowl Habitats) (1971) and
ratified in the UK in 1976). The convention was held in the
town of Ramsar, Iran
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Red Data book

Regionally
Important
Geological Site
(RIGS)
Registered Park
and Garden
(RPG)

Reinstatement
Requirement
Residual effects
Route corridor

Route Corridor
Study (RCS)
Royal
Commission on
the Ancient and
Historical
Monuments of
Wales
(RCAHMW)
Royal Society for
the Protection of
Birds (RSPB)
Scheduled
Ancient
Monument

Scoping

Planning Statement

The IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) Red
List of threatened bird species categorised as Extinct, Extinct in
the Wild, Critically Endangered, Endangered, Vulnerable, Near
Threatened or Least Concern
Designated sites of local, regional and national importance for
geodiversity in the UK

Parks and gardens which have been classified by grade to
show their relative importance:
Grade I – international historic interest,
Grade II* - exceptional historic interest,
Grade II – national historic interest
The actions undertaken to return a temporary working area to
its previous condition, as far as reasonably practicable
A requirement in Schedule 2 of the Development Consent
Order
Effects remaining after mitigation measures have been taken
into account
Search area used to provide a degree of flexibility in which to
develop a route alignment, usually approximately 1km wide
and shown in respect of the Proposed Development in Figure
3.1 of the ES (document reference 6.16)
An appraisal to identify potential route corridors within a
defined study area
Records and interprets built and landscape heritage

Large nature conservation charity

An archaeological site of national importance, which is included
on a schedule compiled by the Secretary of State for National
Heritage under the terms of the Ancient Monuments and
Archaeological Areas act 1979 (as amended by the National
Heritage Act 1983)
An early stage within the Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) process where the scope of the environmental studies
are determined
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Scoping Opinion

Scoping Report

Screening

Secretary of State
(SOS)
Significance

Site of Importance
for Nature
Conservation
(SINC)
Site of Special
Scientific Interest
(SSSI)
Sites and
Monuments
Record (SMR)
Source Protection
Zone (SPZ)
SP Manweb
Special Area of
Conservation
(SAC)
Special
Landscape Area
(SLA)
Special Protection
Area (SPA)

St Asaph
Substation

Planning Statement

A person who makes an application for an order granting
development consent may ask the Secretary of State his
opinion as to the information to be provided in an ES and this
is known as a Scoping Opinion
The scoping report prepared by SP Manweb and submitted to
the Secretary of State to support its application for a Scoping
Opinion
Initial process by which project proposals are assessed to
decide whether they require a formal Environmental Impact
Assessment
The Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change
The significance of effects considers the value (or sensitivity) of
the receptor and the magnitude and likelihood of potential
effects
Sites of substantive local nature conservation value

An area of land of special interest by reason of its flora, fauna,
geology or physiographical features notified under Section 28
of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981
List of known archaeological sites

A zone surrounding an aquifer where the contamination of the
groundwater flow due to surface spills could pollute the aquifer
The DNO for North and Mid Wales, Cheshire and Merseyside.
The promoter of the Proposed Development
Sites chosen to conserve the natural habitat types and species
of wild flora and fauna listed in Annex I and II of the Habitats
Directive. They are the best areas to represent the range and
variety of habitats and species within the European Union.
Non statutory designation to categorise sensitive landscapes designated by Conwy County Borough Council
Area designated under article 4 of the European Communities
Council Directive on Conservation of Wild Birds for the
protection of particularly sensitive bird species, or for regularly
migrating birds: to help protect and manage areas which are
important for rare and vulnerable birds because they use them
for breeding, feeding, wintering or migration
Means the substation located in St Asaph and which the North
Wales Wind Farms Connection will connect into
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Statement of
Community
Consultation
(SOCC)
Statutory
consultees
Statutory
undertakers
Strategic Options
Report (SOR)
Strategic Search
Area (SSA)
Substation

Technical Advice
Note (TAN)

Terminal Point
The Wider
Scheme

Traffic Impact
Assessment
Tree Preservation
Order (TPO)

Undergrounding
United Kingdom
Biodiversity Action
Plan (UKBAP)
United Kingdom
Habitat Action
Plan (UKHAP)

Planning Statement

A statement setting out how the applicant proposes to consult
the local community in respect of the Proposed Development
and as required by section 47 of the Planning Act 2008
Organisations that SP Manweb is required to consult by virtue
of the Planning Act 2008
Companies with regulatory powers and duties, such as gas,
electricity, water and transport providers / transmitters
Sets out the initial technical options for the Proposed
Development, and an appraisal of each option identifying the
preferred technical option for the Proposed Development
Associated with Welsh Government Technical Advice Note 8
Generated electricity is fed into the electrify distribution network
through substations. Substations control the flow of power
through the network by means of transformers and switchgear,
with facilities for control, fault protection and communications
Welsh Government Technical Advice Notes provide
supplementary guidance document on a number of planning
policy matters.
Welsh Government Technical Advice (TAN) 8: Planning for
Renewable Energy (2005) sets out renewable energy,
planning, technologies and design considerations
Location at which the 132 kV Overhead Line terminates and is
shown on Work Plan Sheet 13 (document reference 2.3.13)
The Wider Scheme incorporates the Collector Substation,
underground cables from the Terminal point to St Asaph
Substation, proposed works at St Asaph Substation, temporary
storage areas within St Asaph Substation and the Collector
Substation and diversions of existing lower voltage overhead
line crossings
Examines the potential impact of a development on the
surrounding transport network
Made by a local planning authority if it appears that it is
expedient in the interests of amenity to make provision for the
preservation of trees or woodlands in their area in order to
protect such trees, groups of trees or woodlands as may be
specified in the order
Electricity cables laid underground
Describes biological resources and provides detailed plans for
conservation
Describes habitats and provides detailed plans for
conservation
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Vantage Point
Survey (VPS)
Wales National
Monument Record
(WNMR)
Wind Farms
Wireframe

Wood poles

Planning Statement

A survey method designed to record flight activity of bird
species
Cadw National Monuments Record of sites and events

the four wind farms at Nant Bach, Derwydd Bach, Clocaenog
Forest and Brenig
Computer generated line drawing based on a digital terrain
model, that illustrates the three dimensional shape of the
landscape and any features within it
Wooden poles used to support an overhead electricity line
(either single or double)
The United Nations public health arm

World Health
Organisation
(WHO)
Written Scheme of A method statement setting out archaeological investigations
Investigation
(WSI)
Zone of
A map which illustrates the potential (or theoretical) visibility of
Theoretical
a development
Visibility (ZTV)
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